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Gay—Rights Proponents Sav
or Senate

Victory,

Bracefor Long

By Lisa Leff
Associated Press Writer

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Gay rights advocates reveled in
the moment after the Senate
handed President George W.
Bush and his most conservative
backers an embarrassing setback
by voting to block a constitutional
amendment that would have
banned same—sex marriage.
— But opponents of the Federal
Marriage Amendment also ac—
knowledged that with the House
of Representatives and voters in
11 states set to take up the issue
again, it‘s too early to declare vic—
tory. And conservatives vowed to
use the July 14 Senate outcome
as ammunition in the upcoming
election.

"The Republicans, at least
some of them, have made the po—
litical calculation that this is to
their benefit to raise," said
Michael Adams, education direc—
tor of the Lambda Legal Defense
and Education Fund.
Gay rights organizations have
made fighting the amendment
their top priority since the presi—
dent announced his support for it

Battle

in late February in a speech that
complained about "activistjudges"
on Massachusetts‘ top court.
The amendment‘s defeat in the
Senate was especially welcomed
in San Francisco, where Mayor
— Gavin Newsom was pilloried by
Republicans and many fellow
Democrats alike this year for al—
lowing more than 4,000 gay and
lesbian couples to obtain mar—
riage licenses.
S
After absorbing months of
criticism, Newsom was more than
happy to claim a little credit for
the failure of the Republicans to
gain even a simple majority in the
Senate for the amendment.The
vote had been scheduled to inflict
maximum damage on Democrats
before they gather in Boston to
formally declare John Kerry as
their presidential candidate.
"What happened in San Fran—
cisco is we put a human face on
this debate much earlier than the
president and his handlers had an—
ticipated. We also took a lot of
the focus and attention away from
Massachusetts, so they couldn‘t
build on the momentum around
the convention to embarrass
Kerry," Newsom said. "This ef—

fort ended as it should have, and
it was a major miscalculation."
Conservative groups who had
championed a nationwide ban on
gay marriage to counter recent le—
gal victories by gays and lesbi—
ans insisted, however, that public
opinion remains in their favor.
But while polls show a solid ma—
jority of Americans are opposed
to gay marriage, less than half
want to amend theconstitution to
prohibit it.
.
"The senators cannot ignore
the will of the American people
and expect to remain in office,"
— said Mathew D. Staver, president
of Liberty Counsel, a Florida—
based group that has tried to
block same—sex marriage in Mas—
sachusetts and San Francisco.
"The American voters who be—
lieve in traditional marriage will
remember in November who
failed to stand for marriage."
Six Republicans joined 43
Democrats and one independent
in defeating the proposed amend—
ment, which held that marriage
within the United States "shall
consist only of a man and a
woman." Forty—eight senators
voted to advance it.

Wake—Up Call
The Jimmy and
Andy Summer Show

soapbox about the importance of
freedom of speech more than once.
I‘m getting used to the untimely ‘I think it‘s about as basic as you
appearance of Christmas trees for can get when it comes to the ideals
of freedom. And I think it‘s more
sale in discount stores in July, and
I didn‘t bat an eye after seeing a important than vague possibilities
commercial for 2005 model cars in of preventing terrorism. So by my
May of 2004. However, I am nei— own logic, we all have the right to
ther used to nor happy about elec— harass each other to death, but is
there much if
tion
issues
any wisdom in
j
_
mucking up my
that? —
Opinions expressed in
summers.
Commentary by John Devin —

The fires of
editorials,commentaries
I suppose it
local political
would be one
and letters are those of
ire are already
thing if the ugly
the
authors.
smoldering in
tone of a presi—
this newspa—
dential election
was obligatory only on the national per in the form of various letters
level, but it‘s not. It‘s local. It‘s and commentaries by members of
people I know and care about get— theStonewall Democrats and Log
ting desperate and subsequently Cabin Republicans.
Jim Maynard of the Democrats
petty in the early months of sum—
mer, which means they‘ ve got sev— is a model of a citizen taking ad—
eral more months before November vantage of every single opportunity .
in which to callnames, volley con— to express himself in public forums
trived accusations, and generally including Triangle Journal News,
make reading a newspaper as un— The Commercial Appeal, and The
pleasant an experience as humanly Memphis Flyer. I can‘t salute him
enough for that. All citizens have
possible.
Having said that, I’ve been on a the responsibility to protect their

PEOPLE HAVE BEEN
ASKING ME WHY I,
A GAY MAN, AM ON
‘THE STAFF OF ONE
OFE THE BIGGEST
HOMOPHOBES IN
THE U.S. SENATE.

OH, SURE, _
THE SENATOR
DISCRIMINATES
AGAINST THAT
PART OF ME...

BUT THE WAY
I SEE IT.
BEING GAY IS
OnLy A PART
OF WHO I AM.

f

—
..BOT HE RESPECTS
THE RIGHTS OF ALL
MY NONGAY PARTS

~
@
e—mail: EditorialCartoon@ qsyndicate:com

wouldn‘t?) in a manner that has —
only protracted the contentiousness
and pretentiousness of this so—
called debate. Admittedly, some
further explanation is needed to
explain their positions. Why in the
world do gays support candidates
who support constitutional amend—
ments against gays? Is this truly a
case of Freudian Totentraum? Tho—
mas Mann would have fun tackling
it, I‘m sure, but in the meantime,
_._]
“ﬁe“fap’hoﬁm‘mind,itsusageismore all we‘ve gotten from the elephant
"than stomach—turning. The Stone— perspective is curt replies to details
wall Democrats deserve better of Maynard‘s tirade. That doesn‘t
f
from their leadership, or better exactly help.
What
the
gay
and
lesbian
com—
leadership.
_ On the flip—side, the Log Cabin munity of Memphis needs to see
Republicans haven‘t done much from these two vocal groups, is a
better. Andrew Stricklin has fired _ combined effort to make people
back consistently (and who think about the ideas that are shap—
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commumtles by voicing their opin—
ions.
However, his voice has been
particularly venomous of late, re—
ferring to members of Log Cabin
Republicans as "Uncle Tom" Re—
publicans. The word "treasonist"
wasn‘tfar behind. Where I come
from, "Uncle Tom" is either a lit—
erary reference or a racist epithet,
and although I have no doubt that
Maynard had some other.kind of —

TE

T

ing these elections. Watching them
club each other to death disgusts
me. Two very capable leaders are
wasting their time on each other
and ignoring the progress they
could be making together in get—
ting voters to register, creating con—
fidence that gays have a voice in
politics, and demonstrating true
leadership in our small but grow—
ing community.
How cool would it be if the two
groups could put aside petty differ— _
ences and make a commitment to—
ward the common goal of ensuring
that gay voices are heard amongst
the tumult of election year chatter?
Morelikely though, both sides
are frantically scribbling notes for
a rebuttal to this column. It‘s gonna
be a long summer...

_T—B—R

S

.»The Triangle Journal News welcomes letters from its readers. Letters should be be as
¥, short as reasonable and typed ifpossible. Although names may be withheld on request,
all lettersshould be signed and include a phone number for verification. Anonymous
letters will not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation and
grammar. However, every effort will be made to maintain the original intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to:
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485
‘—orfaxed to (901) 454—1411.
An open letter
To any constitutional lawyer:
As well to my elected legislators:
Today, (July 22, 2004) Repub—
licans in the house are pursuing leg—
islation to prohibit the judicial
branch of government from mak—
ing decisions.
The issues are same sex mar—
riages and states‘ rights. The fed—
eral government wants to control
what goes on behind every bed—
room door in America!
More important is the issue of
the U.S. Constitution.
Back when I was studying civ—
ics, I was taught that key elements
of how our government runs was

the three branches of government.
Each branch —the executive, leg—
islative and judicial — has a sepa—
rate function. The Constitution
guaranteed this, I thought.
Just as important is this brazen
attack on states‘ rights and this bra—
zen attempt of fundamentalists to
forcetheir religious beliefs on the
rest of America‘s citizens.
Has the Patriot Act so eroded the
Constitution that America is now
a fundamentalist state similar to
Iran? Is women‘s suffrage the next
target? Are the federal government
warehouses stockpiled with the
face vials?
This may sound like an exag—

geration to some of you, but for stu—
dents of history it is not.
We remember Germany in the
1930s and the erosion of freedoms
there. We rememberthe long hard
fight here in America for
women‘s‘ right to vote. We re—
member long hard battles for civil
rights that our black brothers and
sisters have fought
My point is that never in the his
tory of this country has there been
a more important election.. Vote
and get as many like—minded
friends as possible to join you.
Janice Josephine Carney
Seminole Fla.
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+

Ex—radio

Personalities

Surrender to Face
Charges in Gay Porn Stunt
CONWAY, Ark. (AP) — Two
tempting to give away obscene ma—
former radio station personalities
terial.
§
have surrendered to police after
The pair had worked at KABZ—
being charged with felonies follow—
FM. It‘s unclear whether the two
ing a stunt at a gay pride parade.
quit or were fired.
Philip Beard, known on the air
A court hearing was set for
as Phlip Satchel, and Christine
Aug. 2.
Brown are accused of giving a sexu—
Earlier, a Greenbrier resident
ally explicit DVD to a teenager at — was charged with harassment after
the parade last month:
cow manure was spread along the
They were charged with two
parade route.
counts each of possessing or at—

Public Issues Forum

Outflix

Sets Topic for Aug. 8

Needs

The Public Issues Forum will
sponsor a public forum at 3 p.m.,
Sun., Aug. 8, at the Memphis Pub—
lic Library, 3030 Poplar Ave.
The topic will be "Balancing
Civil Rights and Religious Free—
dom."
a
Invited speakers to debate this
isssue are Jim Maynard, founder

of the Memphis Lesbian & Gay
Coalition for Justice; Wendi C.
Thomas, Commercial Appeal col—
umnist; and Dr. Larry Bates, con—
servative Christian radio host.
The meeting room is not avail—
able at this time so the forum will
be held to the left of the front en—
trance of the library.

Volunteers
The Eighth Annual Outflix Gay
and Lesbian Film Festival is ten—
tatively set for November of this
year.
If you are interested in helping
out on the planning committee,
please contact Len at 857—8523 or
mgleclen@midsouth.rr.com

HOLY TRINITY
Frist Opposes Gay

COMMUNITY CHURCH
An open and affirming Christian Community

Marriage,
Civil

But Says

We would love to see youthis Sunday.

Unions Okay

By Nancy Zuckerbrod

based nonprofit that has sought to
block gay marriage, called civil
unions "marriage by a different
name." He said the Vermont and
California laws give same—sex
couples "virtually all the benefits
that marriage has except the
title:‘;
Frist also differs with many
gay marriage opponents over
whether sexual orientation has a
genetic component.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen—
ate Majority Leader Bill Frist,
who recently led an effort to
amend the Constitution to ban gay
marriages, said he supports allow—
ing states to decide whether to al—
low civil unions for same—sex
couples.
f
Frist told reporters that states
should "determine whether or not
civil unions are appropriate for.» .Frist, the Senate‘sonlyphysi<
cian, said "homosexuality is
that state."
likely a complex amalgam be—
Only Vermont has approved
tween genetic and environmental
civil unions, which extend mar—
influences."
. riage—like rights and responsibili—
But many advocates bushingties to same—sex couples at the
for a gay marriage ban call ho—
state level. California, Hawaii,
. mosex uality a lifestyle choice.
Maine and New Jersey also grant
"I clearly think the over—
various state—level spousal rights
whelming research is that homo—
to same—sex couples registered as
sexuality is not genetically
domestic partners.
induced," Staver said in an inter—
Massachusetts began allowing
view.
—
gay marriages in May, after the
Frist said even if there is a bio—
Massachusetts Supreme Judicial
logical component to sexual ori—
Court ruled the state constitution
entation, he does not consider the
mandates full, equal marriage
debate over gay marriage a civil
rights for gay couples.
rights issue, which is how oppo—
Frist said that propelled him to
nents of the ban described it.
bring a constitutional amendment
"He voted to write discrimina—
banning gay marriages before the
tion into the Constitution," said
Senate.
Steven Fisher, spokesman for the
"I took it to the floor of the U.S.
Human Rights Campaign, the
Senate, because I believe the
nation‘s largest gay rights group.
American people should define
Many gay rights advocates
marriage and not the activist
said the vote was a bid to appease
judges," Frist said during a call
conservatives in an election year,
with Tennessee reporters.
a charge Frist called "absurd."
Forty—eight senators voted to
~ Though the Senate defeated
advance the constitutional amend—
the amendment, the measure
ment, and 50 voted to block it.
could come up later this year in
Like Frist, Sen. Lamar
the House. And, as early as this
Alexander, R—Tenn., supported
week, the House may take up a
the amendment, but he also said
measure that would ensure fed—
states should decide "whether and
eral courts don‘t order states to
to what extent there may be civil
recognize same—sex unions sanc—
unions."
§
tioned outside their borders. The
That view is at odds with many
House measure would give state
conservatives who pushed for the
courts rather than certain federal
gay marriage ban,
ones jurisdiction of gay marriage
Mathew Staver, president of
cases.
f
the Liberty Counsel, a Florida—

Sunday School
Children‘s Church (ages 3—6)
Worship Service

9:00 AM
9:30 AM
11:00 AM
11:00 AM

Timothy Meadows, M.Div., Pastor
WWW.HOLY TRINITYMEMPHIS.ORG
685 South Highland Street { Memphis { 901—320—9376

9:30pm — SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10 — THE MEMPHIS BOTANIC GARDEN
Host a dinner party as a fundraiser for Friends For Life.
Then meet up with guests from other parties, dine on desserts,
and swing to the sounds of the Bouffants and Teresa Pate.

Friends Forlife
Call 272—08§55 or FriendsForLifeGCorp.org

Goldsmith‘s/Macy‘s, Baber Printing, Zebra Marketing, Option—D Design, Society for Human Resource Management,
Grand Events, Drs. Acree, Purdy & Brasfield, Chuck Ferrell of Sowell & Company Realtors
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By Allen Cook ..
As I write this, we are in the
throes of the Democratic National
Convention in Boston. Mrs. John
Kerry has been jumped all over for
telling a reporter for a pro—Bush
newspaper to "shove it," when he
asked about her referral to some—
thing as "un—American" in a
speech.
Fox News and the rabidly con—
servative talk show hosts have been
having a field day with this.
Have they forgotten that Dick
Cheney told a senator on the floor
‘of the Senate to go f**k himself?
Sigh! Mountains out of mole
hills.
By the way, did anyone see Bill
Clinton‘s speech? Say what you
will about the man‘s morals, he
sure can do a speech! If he could
run again, I‘d be there!

women‘s rugby team. They are
currently gearing up for the fall
season and need some new play—
i
ers.
The women practice on Tuesday
evenings at 6:30 p.m. at Audubon
Park (at the Perkins and Southern
entrance) and on Saturday morn—
ings at 9 a.m. at Harbortown
Greenbelt Park on Mud Island.
There are all sort of catty things
I could say about this group, but I
am going to refrain — they could
put some serious hurt on me.

product _details.cfm ?
id=205316&c=1&sn=1&v=1.
¥
Just in time for summer, Allen
(no, not me, silly) writes from East
Tennessee to tell us about the East
Tennessee Men‘s Association.
"Our primary focus shall be to
promote, enhance, and protect, in
appropriate settings, non—sexual
naturist recreation and living for
men of Southern Appalachia with
no bearing on sexual orientation,"
he said. —
Translated, I think that means
that he and his friends are gonna
get nekkid in the hills of East Ten—
nessee. Sounds like a leather run
without the sex... and the leather.
So if you want to moon Knox—
ville, visit the Web site at
www. NaturistMen.org. _
¥
Margaret Cho will be bringing
her "State of Emergency Tour to
the Orpheum Theatre on Fri., Sept.
10. In addition to the Orpheum box
offices, the tickets will be available
at all Ticketmaster outlets.
Cho recently signed on the the
new gay TV network, Logo (see
story on page 10) and was recently
uninvited to participate in a gay and
lesbian unity event scheduled to
coincide with the Democratnc na—
tional convention.
Cho had been preparing to use
material from her new State of
Emergency tour as part of the un—
paid benefit performance. The ma—
terial is a no—holds—barred
interpretation of currentevents. At
a recent performance her com—

Blue Citrus Hearts, Jon Morgan
Fox‘s wonderfulindependent film,
is nowavailable for pre—order on
DVD from TLA. The DVD which
will officially be available on Sept.
21 will include a "making of" docu—
mentary and other extras.
Jon tells us that Sawed—Off
Not being the spol‘ts buff that
Collaboratory‘s new film
most gay men are (yeah, right!), I away(A)wake is in post—production. —
»=Eook—for=a—release datesoonat
\ always;thought
._rugbywas—pretty much. a —blood «~www:sawedoff.net and/or www.
ments on the Iraq prison scandal
sport — rougher than football, but mediaco—op.org.
prompted her to be escorted from
less rough than say, a riot.
Blue Citrus Hearts can be pre—
a show in San Diego.
Now comes word from Rachel — ordered
by =
visiting
"They got scared, obviously, for
Boldreghini that Memphis has a www.tlavideo.com/details/

Gﬁ‘t connected over a memorablﬁ four—course fondue dinner.

Dom worty, there‘s plenty for everyone.

keeping up with the condition of
John Stilwell, co—founder of TIN
and my lover of 29 years...
As most of you know, John suf—
fered a severe stroke in late March
and has been at a rehab center ever
since.
He is slowly regaining mobility,
¥
but
still uses a wheelchair for most
We‘re sorry we were unable to
make Trixie Thunderpussy‘s — moving around. He still can‘t speak
what should I call it? Comeback? coherently, but he is progressing on
Revival? Nostalgia? — show at J— that front daily.
Oddly enough, he is putting
Wag‘s a few weeks back. We heard
words together on paper better than
she was great as always.
No disrespect meant to the cur— he is speaking. I was shocked the
rent crop of drag queens, but I still other day when I found a full page
favor the comic drags of yesteryear. of his writing with him in his chair.
Remember Reneé Williams with I think it was an exercise his thera—
the Tide box hat? In my book, al— pists had him do, but I was very
though not a comic drag artist, Miss impressed. But then why should I
Joann ranks up there with the best! be surprised? John always was a
good writer.
We‘ve checked him outa couple
Our non—resident book reviewer of times for a movie and dinner and
(he now lives in St. Louis) Shan— he has done very well during both
non Yarbrough is expanding the
outings.
horizons of his review column be—
Speaking out outmgs I‘ve got
ginning this month.
to heap praises on the Malco
Shannon is adding DVD and. Paradiso. Their staff was so gra—
music reviews to his repertoire. cious and helpful with us during the
Check out the results on page 15.
opening weekend of Spirderman.
In the "giant screen" theatre, they
Also new this month is the ad— have an elevator for wheelchair
dition of a new political column users which takes them up to about
called Queer Notes on page 16— half—way up the stadium seating. At
it‘s sort of a Quick Clips for the po— least they don‘t have to sit in the
litical junkie. It‘s being penned by area down front six feet from the
political activist Jim Maynard and, screen usually reserved for wheel—
whatever reason," Cho spokesman
Ken Phillips said of the Unity 2004
organizers. "They‘re aware of
Margaret‘s material for years. So
why did they hire her?"
You can see for yourself in Sep—
tember.
‘

yes, Lam preparedfor the onslaught
from the gay Republicans who in—
sist that George Bush is what‘s
right about America. Somehow I
don‘tthink Jim agrees with that
position — I am just guessing, of
course
¥
A quick update on those of you

chairs. Kudos not only to the staff,
but the design as well!
¥.
Seen on.the Web:.Why.is.no—
body in the media mentions how
brilliant the John Kerry ads are? If
the ads were bad, that would be all
we hear.

Mex/wageﬁwapy
An important component of your wellness program
relaxation — stress relief — rejuvenation
Mike Warkentin, LMT

~Bring in

By Appointment

Inbalance Fitness

901—218—0669—

794 S. Cooper St.

th1s ad for:

10% OFF
TOTAL PURCHASE
Not valid with any other discounts
— or on holidays. Not validfor alcohol.

RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED
(901) 380—9500
2828 Wolf Creek Parkway, Memphis, TN
(across from Wolfchase Galleria Mall)
www.
—

1 9 years

Memphis !=
Experience!

REALTOQ’E
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Gay Couples in

Tampa,

| APATT Fundraiser Underway,

Orlando Sue to Challenge Finale Set for Sept.

18 at Botanic Garden

hosts and guests at the Memphis Bouffants and Teresa Pate.
For more information on host—
Botanic Garden for dessert.
_
According to this year‘s ing your dinner party, call Friends
You can help Friends For Life
‘— Florida‘s Defense of Marriage Act, and have fun at the same time by
By Vickie Chachere
APATT Committee, you are in— For Life at (901) 272— 0855 or
said he does not think the lawsuits hosiing an A Place At The Table
Associated Press Writer
vited to take A Place At The Table visit the agency‘s award—winning
will succeed.
1
as a symbol of warmth, friendship Web site at www. FriendsForLife—
(APATT) party. APATT is a se—
Florida‘s law, passed in 1997, ries of fundraising dinner parties — and commitment to all affected by Corp.org, where you‘ll find in—
—TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — Three
wasn‘t challenged until this year held by generous individuals
gay couples in Tampa and Orlando
HIV/AIDS. Guests are asked to structions on how to host an
and Staver. said the: state throughout the Mid—South re—
have sued to overturn Florida‘s ban
make a generous donation to APATT party.
constitution‘s right to privacy gion.: .
on same—sex marriages..
t
Sponsors of this year‘s
Friends For Life. After dinner,
—.=
f
doesn‘t cover marriage, which is a
Sue Clayton and Sheila Serrao
meet up with guests from all the APATT event are Goldsmith‘s/
Lending a helping hand is easy
public act with public conse— when you remember the three Ds
of Sarasota sued Hillsborough
Macy‘s; Baber Printing; Zebra
parties for the finale.
quences. Staver said that‘s. why of APATT: dinner, donation,
County Clerk of Court Richard
The finale is scheduled to take Marketing; Option—D Design;
there are limits placed on marriage, — dessert. Simply host a dinner
Ake for enforcing the state law af—
place Sat., Sept. 18, beginning at Society for Human Resource
such as banning people from hav— party of any size and/or theme.
ter they were denied a marriage li—
9:30 p.m. at the Memphis Botanic Management; Grand Events; Drs.
ing more than one spouse or mar— Collect a donation for Friends
cense. Their attorney, Ellis Rubin,
Garden. Those attending the fi— Acree, Purdy and Brasfield; and
rying a close family relative.
has represented other homosexual
nale can dine on desserts and Chuck Ferrell of Sowell & Com—
For Life from your invited din—
"He (Rubin) is actually hurting ner guests. Then, join other party
couples in similar lawsuits in Mi—
swing to the sounds of The pany Realtors.
the same—sex movement by filing
ami—Dade, Broward and Palm
these lawsuits," Staver said. "He
Beach counties
Later in the day, two gay "creates more impetus to support the
national amendment." —
couples in Orlando, James Merritt
Clayton and Serrao have been a
~ and Albert Leach Jr., and Alvie
Beckham and Mack Wright, filed couple for nine years after meeting
a similar lawsuit against Orange "at church. They had a commitment
ATTENTION TRIANGLE JOURNAL READERS!
ceremony in a church six years ago,
County Clerk of Courts Lydia
during which Serrao said she wore
Gardner.
WARNING! Don‘t Even Think About Speaking To A Dentist ... Until You
Merritt and Leach, who have a white gown and her father walked
Know
The 10 Questions You MUST Ask A Dentist BEFORE Choosing One!
her down the aisle in what she calls.
been together for nine years, tried
her "dream wedding."
to get a marriage license last Feb—
Detect the Good
Memphis, Tn — If you are currently looking
The women said they do not be—
ruary, the day before Valentine‘s
From the Bad!
for a new dentist, then you must read this —
lieve their marriage would lessen
Day, but were turned away by
article, as it may be the most important thing
the value of heterosexual unions nor
clerks at the Orange County Court—
Until now, no one has been upfront, bold, and .
you‘ve ever read! When it comes to selecting
should it play a role in what they
house. Beckham and Wright
the right dentist, most people find themselves honest about whatis REALLY going on when you
walk into a dental office. So, here‘s the truth most —
see as their right to marry.
confused, frustrated and feeling like they‘re
weren‘t present atthe filing of the
dentists would prefer you never knew. See, in
taking a stab in the dark! After all, who taught
The couple, who were also de—
lawsuit. ___
f
many (but certainly not all) dental practices,
"We don‘t think there is any— nied a license inSarasota County,.
thing—that—our.marriagecan‘do to "said they are seekingthe same le—
__the loca éper, the primary internal focusis
How To Choose The
gal benefits of marriage, including
on selling as much of their services as fast as
harm marriage asit currently ex—
Right Dentist?
they can whether you actually need them or not.
Social
Security,
tax
deductions
and
‘ists today," Merritt, a minister at
Period. The real way they operate is a well kept
rights of survivorship benefits,
the Joy Metropolitan Community
~ t‘s a tough choice for most of you, because
secret that they don‘t want you to get clued in on.
which are automatically afforded to
Church in Orlando, said before fil—
none of us are taught the TRUTH about the ._
And please understand, there‘s nothing wrong
=| advancements in dentistry, let alone how to pick
men and women who marry. .
with many of these services, or with you being
ing the lawsuit. "It is not OK for
the right one to help you out and to make sure .
sold on choosing them. The real problem is HOW
"The fact we are two women
the Florida Legislature or the gov—
you‘re sold, HOW they deliver advice, and what —
does not diminish our love nor does ~ .you are getting one that is up to speed with all
ernor or the president of the United
the training in pain free methods, cosmetics, and. their real motivations are. If someone explained
it diminish Gods love for us," said
States to legislate how we can love
latest advancements dental implants and denture: pow it REALLY works a lot of the time, you might
Clayton, a librarian.
R
eachother."
—‘
If you‘re like most people, you‘re scared and
be shocked. _
nervous, wondering things like:
The lawsuit also took on politi—
— The suits came as the U.S. Sen—
«How do I know this person is really any
cal overtones as both Rubin and
ate was debating an amendment
FREE Report Reveals The
.
good?
g
gay—rights activists pledged that
10
Questions You MUST Ask!
_ that defines marriage as a union be—
«Howcan I tell before I walk in, if it‘s going to
such cases would help mobilize
tween one man and one woman.
be a practically pain free experience? ___
After all, choosing a dentist may be oneof the
votes against Bush in hi‘s re—elec—
— Is he/she an expert at cosmetic dentistry?
President Bush used a recent radio
most
important decisions you‘ll ever make for you —
«What questions should l:ask them?
tion campaign.
address to urge the amendment‘s
and for your family! Picking the right dentist can
«
Should
I
believe
their
suggestions?
support, saying legalizing gay mar— —— California gay rights activist
— Are they just trying to sell me or get me to _ help you, and picking the wrong dentist can be a
riage would cut the institution off Robin Tyler, executive director of
big and painful mistake! Make sure you know
spend more money with them?
.
which is which! Youcannot afford to take any
the gay marriage campaign,
from its moral and religious mean—
* Will this person rip me off?
_
§
chances. You need to be sure to use someone
DontAmend.com, said Bush is only
ings and weaken it for all.
« How much say do I have when it comes to
who will be right for you!
f
making the best decisions for my own
pushing the constitutional amend—
"Let the word go out from
To get your FREE REPORT called "10
.
dental
health?
a
ment
for
political
points
with
reli—
Tampa to the rest of the nation that
Questions You Must Ask BEFORE You Even —
« Will I have ALL the options to:weigh before
gious conservatives.
s
an idea whose time has come can—
Think About Choosing A Dentist! How To
making decisions?
f
Get. Pain & Anxiety Free Dental Care," and
"We are not a movement fight—
not be stopped," Rubin said. _
And the list goes on! Admittedly, how to choose
learn the secrets some dentists don‘t want you to
ing for our lifestyles, we are fight—
__
Flanked by both local and na—
the right dentist for you and your family is harder
know, call the TOLL—FREE 24 hour Hotline
ing
for
our
lives,"
she
said.
than
knowing
you
need
to
choose
one
in
the
first
— tional gay rights activists, Rubin
place! In fact, one of the biggest questions
1—866—430—6995 for a FREE NO
*
"We will not stop suing, we will
said during a news conference the
OBLIGATION RECORDED MESSAGE and
people face is:
&
lawsuit asks a judge to. declare . sue all over the country. This ad—
request Free Report #2005! Your Free copy of &
ministration does not scare us."
Florida‘s ban on same—sex mar—
How To Know If They‘re Working In
this eye opening report will be sent to you
_riages unconstitutional. Florida
YOUR Best Interest Or For Their Own
immediately. Call NOW! Armed with this free
law defines marriage as a union
Best interest!
— report, you‘ll have the ammunition you need to
State Marriage Ban

between one man and one woman.
Ake said clerks nave no choice

but to deny same—Sex couples a
marriage license.
"The statute is very clear," he
said. "It‘s not a judgment issue and
it‘s not a moral issue."
Matt Staver, an attorney with —
the Orlando—based Liberty Coun—
sel and pne of the authors of

Submitted by Friends For Life

~~make sure you deal with someone who is right for

© This may not surprise you, but there are some
people out there who are working for their own
greedy personal gain, at YOUR expense! This is
disgusting and it‘s wrong, but it happens. It‘s a
reality we all have to accept. The truth is there
are as many good dentists asthere are bad
ones, Just like in any profession. The task for you
is to know how to...
.

you, and has YOUR ‘best interests at heart!
be left in the dark any longer ... call NOW!

Don‘t

A Paid Advertisement
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FFL Teams Up with Vitamin

Relief

USA to Offer Vitamins for Children
— —Submitted by Friends For Life

Vitamin Relief USA"" programs pres—
ently provide high—quality, chewable multi—
vitamins/minerals to more than 13,000
at—risk children a day, in 41 states in more
than 250 collaborative partner sites, includ—
ing public schools. Vitamin Relief USA""
is a national initiative of Vitamin Relief
USA, a tax—exempt, nonprofit foundation
committed to improvingthe health status of
children and adults through vitamin supple—
mentation.
Friends For Life Corporationis the larg—

Toiimprove the quality of life of children,
Friends For Life (FFL) brings Vitamin Re—
lief USA""; a nationalprogram that provides
daily multi-vitamins free to children whose
parents utilize FFL‘s Food Pantry, to Mem—
phis and Shelby County. Parents and teach—
ers of children already participating in
Vitamin Relief USA"" have reported dra—_
matic improvements in health, grades, school
attendance, social behavior and self—esteem.
Parents and teachers also reported marked est HIV/AIDS service organization in the
improvements in energy levels, concentra— — Mid—South. A registered nonprofit organi—
zation, Friends For Life‘s mission is to help
tion and a decrease in seasonal illnesses.
In this collaboration with FFL, Vitamin people affected by HIV/AIDS live well. For
Relief USA"" will provide high—quality, more information on Friends For Life, in—
daily multivitamins/minerals for children cluding free HIV testing and volunteer op—
ages two to 12 each month.. FFL will dis, — portunities, call the main office at (901)
tribute the vitamins to the parents of the par— 272—0855 or visit its award—winning Web site
ticipating children. The parents also will at www.FriendsForLifeCorp.org.
Vitamin Relief USA is currently conduct—
— receive free educational materials on the cor—
rect use and benefits of vitamin supplements ing a definitive, double—blind study that is
funded by the U.S. Congress This study will
for their children.
"Friends For Life is very excited about measure improvements in academic perfor—
this collaborative opportunity with Vitamin mance and behavior in several thousand
Relief USA," said FFL Executive Director — school children participating in the vitamin
— Kim A. Moss. "Not only will it help our cli— program.
To support Vitamin Relief USA, or ob—
ents‘ children get the necessary vitamins and
— minerals they need, but it‘s a perfect fit with tain further information, call (909) 696—0552
FFL‘s mission: Helping people affected by or log onto www. vitaminrelief.org.
|
HIV/AIDS live well."

RhondaManning
Marv-em

Licensed

Hldajl
TCSW _
'
Clinical Social Worker

X Relationship Difficulties
X Couples Counseling
# Individual Counseling

# General Issues and Coaching
Xf Abuse Counseling
# Gender Counseling

Tennessee Stonewall
Democrats Organizing
Gays Across State
Gayandlesbianactivistsarebringingthe
fight
for gay, lesbian,
bisexualwithandthe
transgenderequality
toTennessee
formationofastatewideNational
Stonewall
Democrats
(NSD)
chapter.
NSD, America‘sonly grassroots
Demo—
craticlesbian,gay,bisexual
andtransgender
organization,
seeksto
promoteequal
rights
forall
people,
regardless
ofsexual
orienta—
tion,
race orParty.
gender identity, through the
Democratic
the newly formed
Tennes—on
seeactiveMembers
StonewallofDemocrats
are planning
political and community participa—
tion.
The group hopes to encourage GLBT
community members across the state to par—
ticipate in the politi¢al process by connect—
ing members with their local county
Democratic Party or local campaigns.
Stonewall Democrats across the state
participated in the Democratic National
Committee—sponsored "Pride at the Polls"
(www.democrats.org/glbt), registering vot—
ers during gay pride events in Nashville,
Memphis and Knoxville. _
Thisyear has seen unprecedented discus—
sion and legislation surrounding GLBT is—
sues in the TN General Assembly.
Two resolutions proposing a constitu—
tional amendment to define marriage as a
union between a man and a woman were
introduced in the House and Senate.
.— The Senate resolution passed with only
one vote against it, cast by Sen. Steve Cohen
(D—Memphis).
"It is sad that the Democrat—dominated
Tennessee legislature passed this needless
and discriminatory legislation. It means we
have a lot of work todo in Tennessee to get
the state and local Democratic Party in tune
with the DNC on gay and lesbian civil
rights," said Memphis gay activist Jim
Maynard.

The Tennessee Stonewall Democrats
plans to keep GLBT Tennesseans informed
of legislative actions that may affect them,
as well as working with state and local legis—
lators to affect positive change for GLBT
residents.
"We definitely want to be active and a
visible force to our elected officials and state
party," stated Alan Hair, a Nashville activist
and leader of the statewide group.
The organization will begin planning to
fight against the Tennessee constitutional
amendment next year.
The National Stonewall Democrats have
endorsed John Kerry for president and the
state chapter will be connecting GLBT ac—
tivists with the Kerry campai gnsacross the
state.
The Human Rights Campaign, the largest
gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgender civil
rights organization in the U.S has also en—
dorsed John Kerry. The group will also sup—
port civil rights efforts that affect other
minority groups in the state, including
women‘s rights.
f
All Tennesseans, regardless of sexual ori—
entation, are welcome to join the group. Cur—
rently there are more than 150 e—mail list
members. By—laws are being finalized to be
submitted to the NSD.
Tennessee Stonewall Democrats has be—
gun accepting membership applications for
official membership in the group.
Dues are $35 a year and membership ben—
efits include voting rights; notifications of
special events, a monthly newsletter and pro—
motional items throughout the year. Mem—
bership dues will be used for advertising and
promotional items to help build an even stron—
ger membership base.
For more information contact: Jim
Maynard at 327—2677 or e—mail
TNStonewallDemocrats@comcast.net

Virginia Law Restricts
Contracts Between Gays
New

A2,newbanning
Virginiasame—sex
law thatcouples
becamefrom
effective
weAccording
are." to the text of the&,new law: "Af
| July
con—
tractual arrangements that grant privileges civil
union,between
partnership
contract
or same
other sexar— — _
associatedwithmarriage,promptedgayrights
rangement
persons
of
the
proponents to take
to: thestreets in majorcit— purporting to bestow the privileges orobliga—
iesstatewide.
©
tions
ofmarriage
is contract
prohibited.Any
suchcivil
All HIV+ women are invited to attend a new
Gays,
lesbiansandtheirsupporterssigned
union,
partnership
or
other
arrange—
SUPPORT GROUP, Shoulder—to—Shoulder
petitions
from
Equality
Virginia
denouncing
ment
entered
into
by
persons
of
the
same
sexin
— Constitution
the law andapossibleamendmenttothe
U.S.
inanother
state
orjurisdiction
shall
be
void
that
would ban
gaymoremarriage.
allrightsrespects
inthereby
Virginiashallandbeanyvoidcontractual
A
rally
in
Richmond
drew
than
400
created
and unen—5
gay
activists
and
supporters
to
the
Capitol
forceable."
Every
grounds. TheAssociatedPress
reportssimul—
A lawinVirginia
banningwasgaypassed
marriage
and___
civil
taneous
rallies
were
held
in
Norfolk,
unions
in
1997.
Wednesday Charlottesville, Fredericksburg, Fairfax, VirginiaAttorneyGeneralJerryKilgorehas
Hamptonmore
Roads,
Staunton
and Roanoke, said the law provides a "needed safeguard for
drawing
than
1,000
people.
— thepriveinstitution
ofrights
marriage,"
andintodoescontracts
not de—
from
—
Shoulder—to—Shoulder
Keith
Flippan,
one
event
organizer,
told
a
anyone
of
to
enter
in Hampton
Roads thata motivator
the rally was
suchaswillsorotheragreements
between
gay —
a supportgroup for HIV+women
1to 2 p.m. crowd
an
example
ofhow
powerful
the
couples.ButGov.
MarkWarner,
aDemocrat,
law"Why
had been
to here
the gayis because
community.
F $1f7E'1}"11/[{‘C7Z5i;>[1j/2? A
issuedastatementcondemningthelaw,
which
we‘re
—
look
at
us
he
refused
to
sign.
"This
law
raises
— we‘ve foundour
voice," Flippan said to a Virginiaoutsidethemainstreamofotherstates.
serious constitutional issues and it places
For information, call Anita Bradford at (901) 726—0680 _
cheeringcrowd.
"CitizensofHamptonRoads
Limited Free Transportation is Available
are
willing
to stand up and say, ‘You know hewhenitcomestorespectingindividualliberty,"
what?
We‘renotgoingtobeashamedofwho
said.
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Men‘
Democrats Say Arnold‘s ‘Girlie

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
HUD Farciosures

Comment Sexist and
By Tim Molloy
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Democratsaren‘t amused by Gov.
Arnold Schwarzenegger‘s use of
the mocking term "girlie men" to
describe some law makers, al—
though a spokesman for the gover—
nor said no apology would be
forthcoming.
Schwarzenegger dished out the
insult at a rally July 17 as he
claimed Democrats were delaying
the budget bycatering to special
interests. Democrats protested that
the remark was sexist and ho—
mophobic.
"If they don‘t have the guts to
come up here in front of you and
say, ‘I don‘t want to represent you,
I want to represent those special
interests, the unions, the trial law—

yers ... if they don‘t have the guts,
call them girlie men,."
Schwarzenegger said to the cheer—
ing crowd at a mall food court in
Ontario.
‘_The governor lifted the term
from a long—running Saturday
Night Live skit in which two pomp—
ous, Schwarzenegger—worshipping
weightlifters repeatedly use it to
mock those who don‘t meet their
standards of physical perfection.

Homophobic

Democrats said Schwarze—
negger‘s remarks were insulting to
women and gays and distracted
from budget negotiations. State
Sen. Sheila Kuehl said the gover—
nor had resorted to "blatant ho—
mophobia."
"It uses an image that is associ—
ated with gay men in an insulting
way, and it was supposed to be an .
insult. That‘s very troubling that he
would use such a homophobic way
of trying to put—down legislative
leadership," said Kuehl, one of five
members of the Legislature‘s Les— —
bian, Gay, Bisexual and
Transgender Caucus.
Schwarzenegger‘s criticism of
Democrats stems in part from their
support of one bill prohibiting
schools from contracting services
with private companies, and an—
other giving workers authority to
sue their employers to enforce la—
© bor laws. Each side accuses the other
of caving in to special interests.
At a rally July 18 in Stockton,
the governor gave a speech almost
identical to the one he delivered in
Ontario but without the "girlie
men" remark. Spokesman Rob
Stutzman said the line was dropped
because Schwarzenegger had al—
ready sent the message he wanted
to send, not because he regretted

Shot Nurse to Offer
Shots andTests at MGLCC
($25),andprostate
The Shot Nurse
Immuniza—
orkidneyfunction
colon
cancer
($40).
tionandWellness
Servicewill
con—
Vaccinations
will beavailable
duct
a
walk—in
clinic
on
Sat.,
Aug.
—
A
($75),
Hepatitis
B
21,at 892fromSo.3—5Cooper.
p.m.at the MGLCC for($65),Hepatitis
Tetanus/diphtheria
($25),
asVi—en—
Services
offered($35),willHepatitis
include andpneumonia($30)aswell
tamin
B12
injections
($20)
for
HIV
blood
testing
ergyAllandtesting
improved
immunity.
Bteststesting
($35)
and
other
blood
and
results
are con—
levelsfor($25),cholesterol/triglyceride
anemia ($25), liver/ fidential. Paymentbycashorcheck

his remarks.
"It‘s a forceful way of making
the point to regular Californians
that legislators are wimps when
theylet special interests push them
around," Stutzman said. "If they
complain too much about this, I
guess they‘re making the
governor‘s point."
Assemblyman Mark Leno, a
San Francisco Democrat who is
chairman of the Lesbian, Gay, Bi—
sexual, and Transgender Caucus,
said he was glad Schwarzenegger
didn‘t repeat the "girlie men" re—
mark, saying it was "as misogynist
as it is anti—gay."
"To disparage a group of law
abiding tax paying citizens is just
wrong," Leno said.
Assembly ‘Speaker Fabian
Nunez, a Democrat, said that while
he wasn‘t upset by the remark, his
13—year—old daughter was.
"She‘s a young girl who knows
the governor and really likes him a
lot and didn‘t find the term to be a
positive term, and finds it to be
derogatory," Nunez said. "It was,
no question, a very, very insensi—
tive comment to make. I personally
am not intimidated or threatened by
it, but I think it really is beneath
Gov. Schwarzenegger."

Call Barbara at
HEPBURN REALTY
901—385—7 182 —
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separate WOMEN‘S section and a
separate ETHNIC/MULTICULTURAL section
Complete gay—friendlyresources & businesses: accommodations, bars,

bookstores, dentists, doctors,. lawyers, therapists, travel services,
organizations, media, religious groups, help lines & HIV/AIDS resources.
Index & fast access phone list.

T Y

NOW ENROLLING
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For more information, call
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*must be HIV—positive to participate

~
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Find us at gay—friendly stores like
Inz & Outz, Memphis 901—728—6535
Outioud Books & Gifts, Nashville 615—340—0034
and see http: llgayellowpages.com/2buy.htm

For free listing application, prices, mailing labels, etc.,
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Judge Dismisses Charges Against

Gay Cruise Meets

Ministers Who Married Gay Couples

Protest in Bahamas

Throwing out the charges
against the Revs. Kay Greenleaf
and Dawn Sangrey, New Paltz
.— ALBANY, N.Y. (AP) — In a Town Justice Judith Reichler said
the state has displayed an anti—gay |
strong rebuke of New York‘s ra—
bias and she sharply questioned the
tionale for banning gay marriages,
constitutionality of the state‘s gay
a judge on July 13 dismissed crimi—
marriage ban. The women were
nal charges against two Unitarian
charged in March with solemniz—
Universalist ministers who married
ing marriages for 13 same—sex
same—sex couples.
couples without a license in the
Hudson Valley Village of New
Paltz.
"Mixed—sex couples who do not
ghSSIUJ.
love each other can marry.
Couples who do not even like
each other can marry,". Reichler
said. "Regardless ofthe relation—
ship a married couple has, legal
«soar?
privileges are granted to improve
their
economic, emotional and
HYPNOTHERAPY
physical health — simply because
* Stop Smoking
* Weight Loss / Eating Disorders of their marital status. There can
* Memory and Study Skills
be no constitutional rationale for
* Stress and Anxiety
denying
same—sex couples the
* Sexual Dysfunction
right
to
receive
benefits that
* PTSD (PostTraumatic Stress Disorder) are so lavishlythebestowed
on
mixed—sex
couples."
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
Sangrey said the ruling affirms
* Individual Therapy
the basic constitutional principles
* Group Therapy
* Adolescent Therapy
of equal protection and due pro—
* Marriage & Family Therapy
cess to all while the federal gov—
ernment acts to outlaw gay
Office Hours by Appointment
marriage.
"I‘m deeply concerned about
Insurance Accepted
the federal marriage act and the
Eric Cassius, LPC, CHT | ~Senate‘s vote introducing dis—
crimination into the Constitution
815 Mt. Moriah Road
of
the United States, she said.
685—5491
"It‘s shameful and alarming."
caish@aol.com
"Every rationale the govern—
_

By Mark Johnson
Associated Press Writer

§)

Mid—South Criminal
| Defense Firm, PLLC

/

www.midsouthcriminaldefense.com
1509 Madison Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104

(901) 276—5100
A criminal charge can have a drastic effect on
your life, job and family. For free legal advice
concerning your case, call today.
Claiborne H. Ferguson
Senior Member
Rhodes College, B.S.
MS College School of Law— —
Magna cum laude
§
Certified DUI Technician
Nat‘! Assoc. Crim. Def. Lawyers
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NASSAU, Bahamas (AP) — adults and 450 children — had
shot down," said the women‘s at— Passengers on a gay cruise were ‘come to have fun and that on pre—
torney, Robert Gottlieb. "It‘s a greeted by more than 100 protest— vious trips he found most Bahami—
wonderful, well—reasoned, unbe— ers as they stepped off their char— ans friendly and welcoming. "We
lievable opinion."
s
tered ship July 16 in the Bahamas. are not really here to make a state—
Assistant District Attorney John
The protesters, led by Christian ment," he said.
Rusk had argued that the case is pastors, gathered in a square in
As the first passengers stepped
not about the constitutional rights front of the cruise terminal and out, shouting protesters pressed to
of the gay couples, but simply chanted, "Gay Ways are Not within a few feet of them. Police
about whether the ministers vio— God‘s Ways!"
stepped in to move demonstrators
lated state law by marrying
Cruise organizers said former back. There were no arrests.
couples who did not have marriage talk show host Rosie O‘Donnell,
The U.S. Embassy issued a
licenses.
f
who promoted the voyage, was statement July 15 saying the mostly —
But Reichler said the two issues aboard the Norwegian Cruise Line American passengers deserved the
are "inextricably intertwined" and ship Norwegian Dawn. But she right to visit in peace.
ruled the charges against Sangrey wasn‘t seen among those who dis—
Some passers—by said they dis—
and Greenleaf were invalid.
agreed with protesters. "I don‘t
embarked.
In her opinion, Reichler re—
Gregg Kominsky, a founder of have a problem with gay people
jected the state‘s reasoning that cruise organizer R Family Vaca— coming to the Bahamas," resident
tradition and procreation justified tions, said the passengers — 1,150 DeAndre Rahming said.
its restriction of marriage to oppo—
site—sex couples.
— "Tradition does not justify un—
constitutional treatment. Slavery
Mississippi High Court:
was also a traditional institution,"
Reichler wrote.
"The fact alone that discrimina— Judge‘s Anti—Gay Remarks
tion has been sanctioned by the
state for many years does not jus—
Protected Speech
tify it," she wrote.
And, since the elderly andster—
.A Mississippi judge who said for the court, said the statements
ile are allowed to marry, Reichler
he believes gay people belong in made by the judge in this case con—
ruled that procreation cannot be
a "mental institute" will not be stitute religious and political/pub—
used as grounds to stop same—sex
sanctioned because his comments lic issue speech specially protected
unions.
are protected by the First Amend— by the First Amendment.
"Citing "procreation" as a broad
ment, the Mississippi Supreme
"Here, Judge Wilkerson ex—
justification for denying marriage
Court ruled July 2.
pressed
his views on a political/
to same—sex couples displays an
The Mississippi Judicial Per— public interest issue — the rights
anti—gay bias, rather than a real de—
formance Commission last year of gays and lesbians," Dickinson
sire to provide a favorable environ—
asked the stateis high court to pub— wrote.
f
ment for procreation and
licly reprimand and fine George
"We
therefore
may
not
impose
child—rearing."
County Judge Connie Glenn sanctions unless we conclude, un—
Advocates said Sangrey and
‘Wilkerson for his statements, cit— der the specific facts of this case,
Greenleaf were the first clergy in
ing him for judicial misconduct.
that the restraint the Commission
the nation to be prosecuted for
Lambda Legal filed the com— seeks to enforce is ‘narrowly tai—
marrying gay couples.
plaint against Wilkerson. In a 5—2 lored‘ to achieve a ‘compelling
Ulster County Chief Assistant
decision, the high court chose not state interest."" Dickinson said it
District Attorney John Prizzia said
to sanction Wilkerson for saying was difficult to .conclude
his office was reviewing the deci—
"gays and lesbians should be put Wilkerson‘s comments posed more
sion and hadn‘t yet determined
in some type of mental institute..." . of a threat to judicial integrity when
whether it would appeal.
In a March 2002 letter to the courts elsewhere have upheld the
Last month, another judge dis—
editor of the George County right of judges to criticize the judi—
missed the same criminal charges
Times, Wilkerson sounded off cial system itself. *
against New Paltz Mayor Jason
about a lesbian suing the owners
"There are millions of citizens
West, saying the state failed to show
of a dog that brutally attacked and who believe Judge Wilkerson‘s re—
it has a legitimateinterest in ban— |
killed her partner.
ligious views are exactly correct,"
ning same—sex weddings.
Wilkerson said he was express— Dickinson wrote. "There are still
New Paltz Town Court Justice
ing his opinion about a California millions more who find his views
Jonathan Katz also ruled that pros—
law that grants partners the same insulting. Whether he is right is not
ecutors failed to prove the law that
right to sue as spouses or family the issue here. It is, rather, whether
West was charged with violating
members when he wrote: "... gays this court can — consistent with the
was constitutional. The district
and lesbians should be put in some First Amendment — prevent Judge
attorney‘s office is appealing that
type of mental institute instead of Wilkerson from publicly stating
decision.
having a law like this passed for these religious views. We hold that,
West drew the village into the
them."
under the facts of this case, we can—
growing national debate over same—
Shortly after the judge‘s state— not."
sex unions in February when he per—
ments, Lambda Legal filed an eth—
Justice George C. Carlson Jr., in—
formed about two dozen rapid—fire
ics complaint with the Mississippi a dissent, said, "There can be no
gay marriages.
Commission on Judicial Perfor— doubt that the judge in today‘s case
State officials, including Attor—
mance in Jackson. The commis— made demeaning remarks in a pub—
ney General Eliot Spitzer and Gov.
sion charged the judge with lic letter ... expressing bias or preju—
George Pataki, have said same—sex
willful misconduct and breaching dice against a targeted sector of the —
ceremonies violate state law.
canons, or rules, of the Code of population which includes indi—
"Once the courts start looking at
Judicial Conduct of Mississippi, viduals who may be expected to
how New York prevents same—sex
and asked the state Supreme Court come before his court. His off the
marriage, they will see there is no
to sanction Wilkerson for his bench, but highly public conduct,
legitimate reason for it," said Susan
statements. _
* implies an inability to fairly hear
Sommer, an attorney for Lambda
Justice Jess Dickinson, writing all segments ofthe community."
Legal, a gay—rights group.
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ognition of their retirement plans
said Paul Sullivan, an assistant vice
president with Aon Consulting.
"Federally qualified retirement
plans apparently do not want to run
the risk of losing their qualified
status," he said, "and this is a dis—
tinct possibility if these plans rec—
ognize same—gender spouses in
violation of the federal Defense of
Marriage Act."
Aon said 30 percent of compa—
nies responding to the survey had
500 or fewer employees, and 14
percent were from companies with
more than 10,000 employees.
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Hips Out of Control??
When "NOTHING" else works
wear the FAT LOSS Patch
60 day guarantee —
all natural ingredients |
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DISTRIBUTORS NEEDED
l-time or part—time.

Own your own home—based business, workful
Incredible ground floor opportunitywith the new
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Amazing success stories — Great Income — Small Start—up Costs
Barbara (901) 385—7182
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A Domestic Partnership Checklis
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Financial Consultant
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Financial planning can be diffi—
cult for anyone. For same—sex.
couples, it can be even more com—
plicated. With a little foresight and
the right information, gays and les—
bians can properly plan so that they
and their partners and children are
prepared for major life events.
Start by asking the difficult
"what if" questions: Can I protect
income and assets for my partner
and myself? Can my partner re—
ceive income if my pension ben—

"AL9
Nowwewax,dahlmg!

Dambebliferenﬂ
TuSE—FR 9—7 — SAT 0—23
WALK—INS WELCOME .

efits cannot be transferred? What .
steps should I take to protect my
partner or myself ifone ofus is hos—
pitalized? The best way tostart an—
swering these questions is to create
a financial plan, addressing your
long—term needs and goals. That
plan should encompass most, or all,
of the elements below.
*e Make a will. If you own your
house jointly, don‘ t assume that
your partner will automatically re—
ceive it if you die. A will and/or a
trust confirming your intentions can
help ensure that your assets are dis—
tributed as you desire. If you die
without a will, intestacy laws Will

address the possibilities of death
or separation.
* Make a cohabitation agree—
ment. If you are going to mix
money, share assets, financially
support each other and incur debt
together, a living—together agree—
ment documents how you wish to
handle your assets while you live
as a couple and if you part.
* Make a durable power of at—
torney. A power of attorney gives
a person financial authority to act
and sign on your behalf. You may
wish to give someone that power
in case you become incapacitated.
* Make a health care proxy
and living will. Often, in medical
emergencies, hospitals and doc—
tors do not recognize a same—sex
partner as a family member.
Therefore, you may wish to have

a health—care proxy, which desig—
nates an agent (such as your part—
ner) to make medical decisions for
you in the event of your incapacity.
The living will outlines a person‘ s
wishes with regard to feeding and
other life sustaining measures.
» Designate a POD beneficiary.
A number of states have payable—
on—death (POD) laws. A POD ben—
eficiary designation lets you transfer
investments and bank accounts at
death without probate.
* Make a joint custody agree—
ment. As of now, 17 states allow
second—parent adoptions. If your
state isn‘t one, a joint custody agree—
ment should be considered in order
to ensure a partner‘s rights to see a
deceased partner‘s child.
Specialized planning is necessary
because same—sex partnerships have

no legal community property and
may face steep tax penalties if as—
sets are joined. A Financial Con—
sultant can work with your
attorneys and other specialists, to
help you create a plan that pro—
vides important rights and protec—
tions for you, your partner and
your children.
Pam McComas is a financial
consultant with Smith Barney lo—
cated in Memphis and may be
reached at 901—818—4136. Smith
Barney does not give tax or legal
advice. Please consult your own
personal advisors for such guid—
ance. Smith Barney is a division
and service mark of Citigroup
Global Markets Inc. Member
SIPC.

not leave your assets to an unrelated
partner.
+ Designate beneficiaries. Many
assets, such as life insurance,
401(k)s and individual retirement
accounts, are transferred outside the
will and are not subject to probate.
Thus, same—sex couples may wish
Margaret
to list each other as beneficiaries on Cher, Alan Cumming,
individual accounts and policies. On
non—retirement accounts, consider
establishing Transfer On Death
(TOD) provisions where permis—
sible under applicable state law.
« Make a property agreement. |
If you put your partner on the title,
you may be making an irrevocable
gift. Another approach to consider
is creating a property agreement or
joint tenancy agreement in order to
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As other denominations
tell you, "No,"
we continue to proclaim
a joyous "YES!"

First Congregational
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value ofevery human life
Come and visit us in our new location
in the Cooper—Young neighborhood!
1000 South Cooper
Worship Sundays at 10:30

Classes at 9:30 a.m.

wwwfirstcongo.com
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Friends For Life‘s Feast for Friends
Plans
12th Anniversary Dinner,

Pledge Drive

held on the first and third Mon—
days of each month for PWAs and
"I buried Darrell on a Saturday. their friends, families and
— I came back on Monday. 1 knew if I caregivers. For some PWAs, it‘s
the most nutritional meal they will
._ didn‘t, I never would."
— Martha Bowers have until the next Feast For
The Commercial Appeal, Friends dinner.
Darrell‘s dream also has
March 19, 1997
In 1992, Darrell Bowers and his brought together a room filled
mother, Martha, began a dinner pro— with love anddiversity: black and
gram for Persons Living With AIDS white, wealthy and poor, singles
(PWAs) called Feast For Friends. and married, small children and
The goal was to provide nutritional grandparents, believers and non—
meals to those battling this strange believers, healthy and sick.
The program is completely
and dreaded disease while provid—
ing a safe haven filled with love and staffed by volunteers who pre—
pared and served more than
understanding.
The first major hurdle was to find 2,100 meals last year alone. In
a home for this noble program. the past two years, Feast For
Martha, whose love for her AIDS— Friends has received three hon—
‘afflicted son far outweighed her per— ors. In 2003, Volunteer Mem—
sonal concerns of the stigma phis selected FFL‘s Feast For
attached to this disease, did not hesi— Friends as the best group volun—
tate to ask her church, St. John‘s teer project in Memphis. Then
United Methodist Church, for the in 2004, the Feast For Friends
use of the fellowship hall and program was honored with the
kitchen. Feast For Friends had found Tour Guide Award from Hands
a home; but soon, too soon, Martha On Memphis, and Hands On
Memphis Volunteer John
buried a son.
Twelve years later, his dream for Carter, who also volunteers with
Feast For Friends continues only Feast For Friends, was given the
because of the unconditional love of Hands On Memphis Visionary
— a mother for her son and her dedica— Award for his work with Feast
For Friends.
tion to his dream.
Unlike other programs sup—
Feast For Friends is a free dinner
Submitted by Friends For Life

ported by nonprofit organiza—
tions, Feast For Friends receives
no grants ... it is financed solely
through private donations and
pledges made each year during
the anniversary dinner. Each year
is a struggle, yet each year is a
blessing.
%
Feast For Friends will cel—
ebrate its 12th anniversary Mon.,
Aug. 16, at St. John‘s United
Methodist Church, located at
1207 Peabody. The evening also
will feature special entertain—
ment. During the anniversary din—
ner, which is sponsored by Pfizer
Pharmaceuticals, Agouron Divi—
sion. A pledge drive also will be
held to sustain this wonderful
program another year.
To co—sponsor a dinner re—
quires a minimum $100 pledge
and the dinner can be in honor or
in memory of someone special. A
very special friend donated
$1,200 last year.
Twelve years ago, Feast For
Friends relied on leftover food
from restaurants, never knowing
what food it would have to serve.
Now, because of the annual
pledge drive and with support
from caring dinner sponsors,
fresh, nutritious food is served at
the dinners.

Floridians Who Have Sex
Changes Can‘t Marry as New Gender
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You can help continue what
Martha Bowers and her son,
Darrell, began 12 years ago by
making a donation to Feast For
Friends.
If you would like to support

this program, contact Butch Val—
entine at (901) 272—0855 or e—
mail
him
at
ButchFFL@bellsouth.net. Your
gift will help to feed so many.
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through education, and to

1 :¥(

The Community HIV Network

affects us all."

cuses on preparing and supporting

MASSAGE

the

(Memphis HIV Family Care Pro—

Young Adult HIV

—

in

__a group of allies to fight this deadly

Submitted by Friends for Life

~ Phone
(901) 365—2584 x6835
‘_
Fax
(901) ass—2531

Partner

treat

those infected with HIV compas—

Fayette, Shelby and Tipton Coun—

families.

sionately.
"As

Network, it is fortunate to

continues

Tennessee;

on the

Crittenden

For more

Community

HIV Network, visit its office at 880

Friends For Life is the largest

HIV/AIDS

in

Madison Avenue, Suite 1 CO1, call

to

HIV/AIDS service organization in

them

spread and the number of newly

the Mid—South. A registered non—

online

diagnosed cases grows in the Mid—

profit organization,

www.communityHIVnetwork.org.

South, it‘s becoming necessary for

Life‘s mission is to help people af—

Friends

For

at (901)
to

545—6577,

their

Web

or

go

site

at

NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST
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Ends

Season

Play,
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Backstreet

After more than three months
of

games

sandwiched

downpours

I

I

I

f

and

between

of rain and

holiday

Neons

Clash

for

Title

out to shortstop ended the game

the sponsors of its teams for their

with Backstreet on top by

support of the league.

£3;

14 to

§

A

season—ending tournament

weekends, the Bluff.City Softball

The league overall has seen a

League regular games ended on

resurgence of interest and com—

Aug 1, at the Rodney Baber soft—

July 25.

mitment under the leadership of

ball complex on James Road in

With

eight

teams

in

league

—play this year,competition has
been fast and furious among all

for all teams will

be held

Commissioner Chris Balton and

Frayser.

the rest of the

a.m. and continue throughout the

The league

board

requests

members.
support of

Games will

Sun.,

start at

11

day.

teams with some extremely close
games.;

ater to

The top two teams, Neons and
Backstreet,

each with only one

___End

of Season

Standings

_

loss during the year battled head
to

head for the

regular

season

crown onthat day. The game fea—

Team Name

Sponsor

Wins

Loses

tured many outstanding plays by
both teams, as Backstreet stormed
out to a 9—0 lead after two innings,
with the Neons rallying for 6 in
thethird.
The

—

Buy a Subscription to the

Mid—South‘s only Gay and Lesbian

remainder of the

game

was extremely tight as the Neons
loaded the bases with no outs in
the final

inning

down

by

two

Backstreet

Backstreet Bar

13

1

Neons

Frank Balton Signs

12

2

Outfielders

‘Ike‘s & Sowell Realty

Barflies

Young Ave. Deli

Foreplay

The Putting Edge

Crushers

MGLCC

8

6

5

9

=5

9

5

9

Royals
Locomotion

RP. Tracks

5

9

3

11

runs. A double play and ground

Community Newspaper
for yourself or for a friend.
Two

Local

Teams to

Compete

12 Issues for $20
mailed First Class, discreetly,

in

Gay

Softball World

Series

so you don‘t have to wait for the news.
trophy to their city.

By Chuck Saylor

Two

NAME

The 27th Gay Softball

World

Series will be held in Dallas, be—

ADDRESS

ginning Tues., Aug 17.

CITY

STATE

ZIP

3

This is an international tourna—
ment featuring feams that are the

PHONE

"best of the best" from across the
:U.S. and Canada, all battling in a

Mail to: Triangle Journal News

five—day tournament ending Sat.,
Aug 21.

P.O. Box 11485

The tournament divides teams

a

in four divisions of play that will
have approximately 140 teams all
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vying to return the championship

Memphis

The Barflies have had great ex—
teams,

perience this year, placing in the

Backstreet and Young Ave Deli

top four in three tournaments they

Barflies are set to begin their quests

have entered.

into this very tough tournament

If you‘re a sports fan or specta—

action. Expectations and hopes are

tor, you might want to consider tak—

high for both teams.
Backstreet will be competing in

‘ing a vacation to Dallas to watch
the tournament action, featuring

the C division; the Barflies will be

more than 3,000 athletes, opening/

in D division.

closing ceremonies and the great

Many of the team members of
Backstreet have experienced this

nightlife of Dallas.

x

For a complete information on

tournament before and know what

the Gay Softball World Series, log

it takes to make a strong showing.

on to

http://series2004.net/

_

$48§$/%

Court Rules Sperm
By Mark Scolforo
Associated Press Writer
HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) —
a case that bioethicists say could
have wide implications, the state
Superior Court invalidated a ver—
bal agreement between a woman
and her sperm donor and ordered
him to pay child support for twin
boys born nearly 10 years ago.
A three—judge panel said the
deal between Joel L. McKiernan
and Ivonne V. Ferguson that he
would not be obligated for any
child support was "on its face" a
valid contract, but it was unen—
forceable due to "legal, equitable
and moral principles." Previous
state appellate rulings had deter—
mined that parents may not bargain
away a child‘s right to support.
"We agree with the trial court,
‘although we find (Ferguson s)
actions despicable and give
(McKiernan) a sympathetic hue, it
is the interest of the children we
hold most dear," wrote Senior
Judge Patrick R. Tamalia in a rul—
ing issued July 22.
The decision should give pause
to sperm and egg donors who ex—
pect anonymity, said Arthur
Caplan, a professor and medical
ethicist at the University of Penn—
sylvania.
"Anybody who is a sperm do—
nor ought to understand that their
identity could be made known to
any child that‘s produced and they
could be seen by the courts as the
best place to go to make sure the
child has adequate financial sup—
port," Caplan said.
Ferguson and McKiernan met
while working together at Pennsyl—
vania Blue Shield in Harrisburg
and had a.two—year affair that had
"waned" by late 1993, when
Ferguson convinced him to act as
a sperm donor with no responsibil—
ity for any child born as a result,
according to the trial judge‘s writ—
ten opinion.
Ferguson, who separated from
her husband in 1992, maintains that
McKiernan was a willing partner
in the in—vitro fertilization.
"We have challenged all along
that there was ever any agreement.
There was no evidence except his
word and her word and it was a
matter of credibility," said
Ferguson‘s lawyer, Elizabeth
Hoffman.
The twins were born prema—
turely in August 1994. Ferguson
filed for support nearly five years
later.
McKiernan has been paying up
to $1,520 a month in support since
losing the Dauphin County case.
Since the twins were born, he has
married, had two children and
moved to the Pittsburgh area.
"Obviously I‘m not happy with
what occurred, but I don‘t want to
comment any further," he said in a
brief phone interview.
His lawyer, John W. Purcell Jr.,

Donor Must Pay Support

said he may appeal to the state Su—
preme Court.
"The cautionary tale is you can‘t
trust anybody any more," Purcell
said. "You don‘t go about giving
away your sperm just on the say—
so that somebody‘s not going to
come back at you."
An estimated 150,000 to
200,000 artificial inseminations are
performed each year in the United
States, said Dr.Cappy Rothman,
co—director of the California
Cryobank.
At least 19 states have adopted
a version of the Uniform Parentage
Act, ensuring that sperm donors
cannot be forced to take on the re—
sponsibilities of active fatherhood.
In Washington, one of the 19
states to adopt the law, an appeals
court upheld the law earlier this
year, ruling that donors do not have
child—support obligations unless
there is a signed ‘contract to that
effect. On the other hand, a Swed—

ish court ruled in 2002 that a man
. who donated sperm to a lesbian
couple who later split up was
obliged to support their three chil—
_ dren.
It‘s unclear what effect the Su—
perior Court decision could have on
sperm banks. Christine Jordan,
laboratory supervisor for Pitts—
burgh Cryobank Inc., said govern—
ment regulations require them to
maintain identifying records indefi—
nitely.
She said that in cases where the
donor knows the recipient, the do—
nor must sign a document spelling
out that he has no legal responsi—
bility for the child.
Caplan said he believes not
enough is done to inform donors
of their legal status and predicted
that courts will eventually allow
children born of a sperm donor to
have access to their biological
father‘s medical history.
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Community Center Corner
Submitted by MGLCC
The hallmark of the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community Cen—
ter is a focus on the future. Presi—
dent Len Piechowski emphasized
this at his State of the Center re—
port at last month‘s
Annual Meeting. He
reviewed both positive
and negative aspects
of the center‘s past
year but highlighted
the future plans.
MGLCC is still not
to the point of finan—
cial self—sufficiency it
seeks though mem—
bership in the 500 Club (those do—

nating monthly to the operating
fund) and grant money is on the
increase.
There was a combination of suc—
cessful and indifferent events dur—
ing the past year, the most
successful being the Gaymes,
Outflix and the post—parade event
during Pride. All three of these

major events have future plans in
the works. The Gaymes will be—
come the major focus of National
Coming Out Day in October with
Outflix (www.outflix.org) evolv—
ing as a separate event.
© Though no youth group
meets presently at the cen—
ter, many of the very young
find the center a welcom—
ing and attractive place to
visit and gather. This year‘s
board plans renewed net—
working with Memphis
Area Gay Youth (MAGY).
A new mission state—
ment was adopted by the
center‘s board shortly be—
fore the Annual Meeting. "The
Memphis Gay and Lesbian Com—
munity Center was established for
the purpose of providing educa—
tion, counseling and cultural ac—"
tivities. Through this variety of
outlets, the MGLCC hopes to ad—
vance understanding and unity and
recognition of the diversity, mul—

Take Pictures?
Share them with TUN !
Call 454—1411
for details

tiracial and multicultural character
of our community." This broadens
the Center‘s scope and future plans.
A renewed focus, as expressed
by incoming board member Thyron
Coleman, is to move beyond being
diverse to being inclusive. This en—
compasses race, gender, age and
. cultural tradition.
New board officers elected in
July are Len Piechowski as presi—
dent for a second term; Noel
Troxell as secretary; and Marty
Katz as treasurer, replacing Hunter
Johnston. Johnston resigned a year
early and that office will be filled
for a full term next year. Heidi Wil—

liams is serving the second year of
her term as vice—president. At—large
board members are Thyron
Coleman, Brandon Cole, Andy
Eiscamp, Sonia Garner and James
Williams.
July‘s Children of the Rainbow
was a successful two—day event fea—
turing Steven G. Fullwood, an ac—
credited librarian and author. He
works at the Schomburg Center for
Research in Black Culture at the
New York Public Library. He
founded the Black Gay and Lesbian
Archive Project.
Six evenings each week the cen—
ter is open with varied program—
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ming. Regular events include a
Thursday evening TV Night with
episodes of GLBT —themed pro—
gramming, a Friday evening Café
Q with live entertainment and a
Sunday afternoon of films of inter—
est to GLBT community.
The first Wednesday of each
month brings Let‘s All Meet &
Chill, and the first Saturday of each
month —a Volunteer Appreciation
Supper. The second Saturday of
each month sees a monthly Birth—
day Potluck Supper
Visit www.mglec.org for the
complete calendar of events.

Fight the Right! Join OUR Party!
Monthly Meetings on
Fourth Sundays, 6 p.m.
MGLCC, 892 S. Cooper

Visit www.geocities.com/mphsstonewalidem
Or call 327—2677 for more info.
Advertising space donatedas a public service ofthe
Triangle Journal News

the
2004 Election.
The video for Aug. 22 will be
OutFoxed: Ruport Murdoch‘s
War on Journalism, a documen—
tary exposing the conservative
Republican bias of Fox News and
how the right—wing media distorts
the presidential election.
_
September‘s video willl be
Uncovered: The Whole Truth
about the Iraq War, and in Octo— —
ber Unprecendented: The 2000
Presidential Election, a critical
analysis of the 2000 election, fo—
~cusing on the uncounted votes in
Floridathat allowed Bush to
"win" the last election.

Whar

asoUT

_ by Shannon

N?

Yarbrough

+
This month my column, abOUT
Books, turns four years old. And
as I get older too, I‘ve found my—
self not having as much time as I
would like to read, or even worse,
not finding as many books as I use
to that I actually want to read. So,
I‘ve decided to branch out and use
the voice of my page here in the |
Triangle Journal to start talking
about other things that I enjoy just:
as much, music, movies and tele—
vision. So here‘s to four more years
of listening, watching, and of
course, reading.

Clay Aiken on "Without You," and
songs destined to become dance re—
mixes such as "Wrong" and "It‘s
Alright." All ofthe songs offer a
fresh mix of what I like to call
"grown—up" lyrics, not the teeny
pop bubble gum music and teen
angst ballads that often dominate
Top 40 radio stations. I‘m defi—
nitely looking forward to more
from Kimberly, but I don‘t see
myself getting tired of One Love
for a long time.

crime fiction one of its most engag—
ing gay heroes. The pacing is easy,
breezy, and as captivating as the
hero, who‘ll further please Bour—
bon Street Blues readers and pick
up more fans with this caper. For
those of you making it to the beach
late in the season, throw this one
in the beach bag to help pass the
time in the sun!
Summer Can Be Hell

demonic horns ("to fit in," says
Bloom) and wreaks havoc on the
bad guys. The action is occasion—
ally routine (the movie suffers
when compared to the
similar X—Men blockbust—
ers), but del Toro and
Perlman have honored
Mike Mignola‘s original
‘Dark Horse comics with a
lavish and loyal interpre—
tation, retaining the amus—
ing and sympathetic
quirks of character that
made the comic—book
Hellboy a pop—culture
original. He‘s red as a lob—
ster, puffs stogies like
Groucho Marx, and fights
the good fight with a kind
but troubled heart. What‘s
not to like?
.
Shannon Yarbrough
lived in Memphis for six
— years. He now lives in St.
— Louis, Missouri. He is the

New on DVD this month is
Hellboy, which I completely forgot
Herren Jazzes It Up
all about a few months ago when it
was still on the big screen but was
Again
see just the same. In the
~ Un—Locke Kimberly
After a somewhat slow opening, anxious todelugeo
comic—book ad—
ongomg
the thrills stack up Hollywood— aptations, Hellboyfranks
By now, most of us definitely
well above
krow who Kimberly Locke is, but , style with car chases, a kidnapping, average. Having turned down an
a home invasion and a funny, dar— offer to helm Harry Potter and the
a few months ago might have been
ing escape in Greg
in favor of —
Herren‘s steamy sec— Prisoner of Azkaban
story to
origin
s
Hellboy‘
ond gay mystery, bringing
the big screen, the gifted Mexican
Jackson Square Jazz
director Guillermo del Toro com—
(after 2003‘s Bour—
for the excesses of Blade
pensates
bon Street Blues), set
in a lovingly evoked I1.
— With a moodily effective con—
New Orleans. Self— —
y entertaining action— —
sistentl
described boy—toy,
beginning in 1944
fantasy,
packed
ex—exotic dancer and
Rasputin—in
monk
mad
fledgling gumshoe when the
uffHitler and
occult—b
with
cahoots
Bradley —
— Scotty
thugs—opens a
Nazi
his
works to earn his PIs
portal through
license researching transdimensional
demon emerges
baby
a
which
cases for his straight—
of destroying the
‘laced older lawyer which is capable
his powers. Instead, the
with
world
brother, Storm.
Hellboy is raised by .
Too briefly, the aptly named
ent Prof. Bloom,
benevol
the
author entices us into
founder of the Bureau for Paranor—
a —, well—rendered
h
world of professional mal Researc and Defense, whose
allied forces enlist the adult
iceskating as the brothers pursue
answers to clear an up—
coming young champion
of a murder rap. Lgter, a
scintilla of clairvoyance
and some dog—eared
tarot cards give Scotty
the insight necessary to
crack a long unsolved
crime.
The reader can for—
give a few stereotypical —
characters when Scotty
has such unusual pals as
hunky hottie Colin, a cat
burglar, and can turn for
support to his petrified—
hippie parents, who fully
and accept his lifestyle. In
her smooth voice and harmony give the end, faced with the
her every right to be there! Her bo— dire prospect of mo—
nus track covers of Bonnie Raitt‘s nogamy with either a>
"I Can‘t Make You Love Me" and bawdy bandit or a G—
the hit "Somewhere Over the Rain— man stud, Scotty gets to
bow" have made it worth the wait have his beefcake and
for this AJ star who took some time eat it, too:
— When Herren intro—
warming up to the limelight. The
(Ron Perlman, perfectly
duced
young, well—muscled former Hellboy
style"
ong
easy lyrics and "sing—al
cast) to battle evil at every turn.
of the other songs make it a fav of New Orleans bar dancer Scotty,
While nursing a melancholy
mine that I‘ll be playing all sum— whose given name, Milton, was be—
for the comely fire—starter Liz
love
stowed by his pot—smoking, coun—
mer.
(Selma Blair), Hellboy files his
The CD even offers a duet with terculture parents as a joke, he gave

of

What,

and

currently

hard at

work on his next novel. E—mail Sh—
annon at MisterYarbs @msn.com.

LOG CABIN
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"Working to bring the message of Inclusion to the Partyof Lincoln"
Our Monthly Business Meeting»
Third Sundays of each month w 2:00 p.m.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center

Our Monthly Social v "MLCR Dinner Out"‘
First Wednesdays ofeuch month ¥ 7:00 p.m
Check Our Communication (‘ruup for this month‘s restaurant.

Join Our Communication Group to

Kenn Updated on Events & News

http://groups.yahoo .com/group/Memphisl.CR/
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BERlEl’

r hear—
a different story. I remembe
her "hit release, "8th World
ing
Wonder, onthe radio and wonder—
singing. After
ing who that was
again and
hearing itover againantod hear
more
deciding thatI wanted to investi—
from this girl, I decidedI knew ex—
gate. To my surprise,
actly who she was!
Forthose ofyou who still don‘t,
up to Ruben
she wasthe runner—Aiken,
coming
Studdard and Clay
ofthe
season
second
the
on
in third
Now you
hit show American Idol.
probably thinking, "Oh yeah, I
are
remember her." Well, it took someis
time, but her hit CD, One Love,
climbing the charts.
Kimberly is all overthemap

author of the book, The Other Side
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¥ Grief Counseling
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contact Jake at 901—785—7067 after
ROOMMATE’S
10 p.m.
by Jim Maynard
GM looking to share 3 BR —
Asian—American Female, 25
house with big yard w/small pool in .
looking for friends, — club hopping,
UofM area. You would have up—
The Federal Marriage Amend—
movies and enlightening conversa—
stairs—a bedroom, sitting room and
ment is dead. The U.S. Senate
tion. Open to male, female, gay,
bath to yourself and share the rest.
voted 48—50, failing to get enough
straight or bi, very open—minded.
$350 +, 1/3 utilities, $200 deposit.
votes to invoke "cloture." Forty—
Race is no issue. If this sounds like
Call 453—1411 to see.
five Republicans and three Demo—
you and you like to make new friends,
GWM, 39, 510", 169 lbs, brown
_crats voted to keep the measure
then e—mail me at goddess_kami@
goatee, shaved head, no piercings
alive. Six Republicans joined 43
hotmail.com
or tattoos, looking to share my one
Democrats and one independent in
_ GWM, 49, 61" would like'tomeet
bedroom home on Kentucky Lake
opposition.
As
expected
«another GWM 50—60 years of age
just outside Paris. I am on Social
Tennessee‘s two Republican Sena—
who
would
like
to
start
a
friendship
Security and have a vehicle we can
‘tors,
Bill Frist and Lamar
and possible lead—up to long term.
share. Would like someone who is
_:
Alexander,
voted in favor of the
Mailme
at:—Lewis
Lee,
P.O.
Box
41,
also disabled. No severe disabilities
with me. Will help relocate. 731—642— — Kenton, TN38233 or give me a call at — Amendment.
731—665—6644 from 6pm—10:30pm.
3580.
¥
._
GWMwould like to meet another
Interestingly, at June‘s Mid—
GWC seeks roommate for their —
GWM from age 37 to 47. I have brown ._ South Pride reception at the
4 bedroom 2.5 bath home in
hair. and hazel eyes and have a hairy
MGLCC, I overhead Log Cabin
‘Cordova. The house is 3 minutes
«chest.
My weight is 250 and | like
from 1—40 off Appling road. $450
Republicans telling people that
includes phone and utilities. Ga—_ cooking, movies , enjoy being with
Lamar Alexander would oppose
someone. I like to go to the clubs. |.
rage parking for your car, as well.
the Federal Marriage Amendment.
drink some, dine out. I smoke some—
765—6823
I knew this was not true, butI kept
times. Call Jimmy at (901)—604-6236
GWF, 49, quiet, non—smoker
my
mouth shut. Alexander had
I will be waiting.
seeks same to help share 2 BR
hinted that he would oppose the
Wo, ma—s50s, dfttraciive, 54,
modern and clean apt.w/balcony
FMA, but he sided with Frist and
husky build. Enjoys good food, con—
next to Overton Square. $250/mo.
Bush to appease the GOP‘s right—
versation,
movies,
theatre,
going
out
+ultilities. Pets OK. 901—272—3278—
wing base
occasionally
and
enjoying
good
qual—
WANT TO MEET
ity time together. Looking for divorced
¥
m
lookingto reunite orssparatedWMswhowantto "come|_ Speakingof flip—flopping, the
with an old friendriamedTrixie from —‘ out." Am looking to meet new friends award for flip—flopper of the year
the Jackson/Sommerville, TN area. and possible LTR.. Contact Buddy
should go to VP Dick Cheney who
Medium blonde hair; 4‘6", 125 lbs,
(nickname) 870—732—2755.
took the position, that marriage
— very feminine GWM. Anyone that
should be left to the states in the
may know Trixie or his wherabouts,

©2000 VP debates, but he flip—
flopped and now supports the Fed—
eral Marriage Amendment. (F**k
him!)
Luckily his wife spoke out
against the Federal Marriage
Amendment and made the good ol‘
conservative argument for "states
rights." We don‘t know what their
lesbian daughter, Mary Cheney,
thinks since she has been locked
away in some closet somewhere.
Actually, the lesbian daughter of
the VPis working for the re—elec—
tion of her dad and the most anti—
gay president since Ronald Reagan.
Can we say "Uncle Tom"?
¥
We all know Bush and theRe—
publicans are pushing the Federal
Marriage Amendment to appease
the Christian Right and motivate
them to vote in November. Failing
to make anti—gay discrimination
part of the U.S. Constitution, they
are now trying to pass legislation
in the House to block the courts
from overturning the Defense of
Marriage Act, and they are taking
their fight to the states to get anti—
gay amendments passed in every
state.
¥
As they did in other states, Re—

publicans introduced anti—gay mar—
: riage resoluttons in the Tennessee
legislature. Democrats blocked the
resolution in the House (thanks
mostly to Memphis Representa—
tives like Beverly Marrero), but it
passed the Senate where Tennes—
see Democrats did not want to be
pinned as opponents of marriage in
upcoming elections. Only Mem—
phis Democratic Senator Steve
Cohen voted against the Senate
resolution for a constitutional
amendment, and he offered an
amendment to crack down on adul—
terers!
¥
When Steve Cohen dropped by °
the MGLCC at June‘s Pride event,
I couldn‘t control myself. I went up
to him and gave him a hug! (Maybe
not a good idea.) We should all
worship the ground Steve Cohen
walks on, or at least support his re—
election at all costs.
¥
Sometimes I‘m amazed we have
the political support we do given
thelack of interest or support for
political organizing in the Mem—
phis GLBT community. I have
tried to get Memphis gays involved
in three different political organi—
zations over the past six years
(Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coali—
tion for Justice, Equality Tennes—
see and Stonewall Democrats) with
very littlesupport Funny how
queers canTind time and money for
weekly beer busts, but not to de—
fend their rights.
f
¥
See you next month for more
Queer Notes!
Jim Maynard can be reached by—
e—mail atjmaynard2{apewﬂﬂmk/ﬁit

Memphis Area Gay Youth
Peer

support and discussion group

Call 335—MAGY
website: www.gaymemphis.com/magy/
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE

Memphis xﬂa

ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
~

mimg’itymmg

DVD/VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES,

PREVIEW BOOTHS AND VIDEO ARCADES
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (East)
791 N. White Station Rd. —+ 683—9649
(Body Jewelry)
"%

Executive South (South)
1847 E. Brooks Rd. + 345—0825
:
~(Mini—Theatre)
Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins — 358—8642
[DISCOVER

GAE? and checks accepted at
Fantasy Warehouse #1 and # 4 only

OPEN 6 DAYS
. Mon.— Sat.
8 a.m. — 12 Midnight
Closed Sundays and Holidays
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CLUB NIGHT
First Saturday
of the Month
The Pumping Station.
1382 Poplar Ave.

Published as a public service by the
Triangle Journal News.

[Church andthegay m",

MEETINGS: 3" Tuesday
6:30 p.m. « Worship ———
7:00 p.m. « Dinner & Program —
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second St. {2" & Adams)
{enter from the parking tot) .°
for more information: $01.5275.6607

tiiiamwr the backgroundorfaith tradition, Acc ang Wescoue!
5

Mid—South

The Gay Memphis Resources Directory is printed as a pubric
service, and its listings are free. Agencies and businesses
listed herein have requested to be listed, but have not been
charged. All phone numbers are area code 901 unless other—
wise noted.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks Rd E. # 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947 Lamar # 744—7494.
Fantasy Warehouse I*: 791—793 North White Station — #683—
9649
Executive South* — 1847 E. Brooks Rd. # 345—0825
Fantasy Warehouse #4* ~ 2532 N. Watkins — = 358—8642
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell # 454—7765.
Paris Adult Entertainment Center: 2432 Summer
® 323—2665.
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd ® 396—9050.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—4513.
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—5760.
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Allusions Entertainment Center*: 3204 N Thomas St. #523—
0599.
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—5522.
—
Bogie‘s Delicatessen: 2098 La Salle Place # 272—0022.
Buns on the Run*: 2150 Elzey Ave. 38104 ® 278—2867
Crossroads*: 111 N. Claybrook ® 276—1882.
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
Lorenz/AfterShock*: 1528 Madison ® 274—8272.
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—9839.
Mélange: 948 South Cooper # 276—0002.
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—8010. ,
One More*: 2117 Peabody ® 278—MORE (6673).
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Airways Blvd. #701 #
396—1969, 3727 South Mendenhall # 362—2989, 7716 Pop—
lar Ave., Germantown ® 757—1212.
* Paragon Lounge*: 2865 Walnut Grove # 320—0026
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—9794.
Pumping Station*: 1382 Poplar Ave. ® 272—7600..
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison ® 278—4313.
The Other Side*: 3883 Highway 45 North, Jackson, TN # 1—
901—668—3749.
CARDS & GIFTS
_.
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper ® 728—6535.
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office ® 745—3300.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Residential, 24—hr. ser—
‘_ vice, free estimates # 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Alliance: Leather/levi club + Box 42174, Memphis 38174.
Aloysius Home, Inc.: (See Friends for Life).
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis Box 41371, Mem—
phis 38174—1371.
Aphrodite. 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis. 38122.
~BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay & Lesbian Aware—
ness):
Unt sity of Memphis, c/o BGALA, 2522 Campus _
Postal Station, Memphis, TN —38152—2521, e—mail:
bgala@memphis.cc.edu,
website: www.people.memphis.edu/~bgala.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41074, Memphis 38174,
web site: www. bluffcitysports.net.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: # 465—4371 — Richard
Andrews.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian Square Dance Club
Meets Thurs., 7 pm Holy Trintiy + 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38104 # 272—2116.
_
Equality Tennessee: P.O. Box 330965, Nashville, TN 37203,
www.equalitytennessee.org. ©
4F: Leather/Levi group + 698 Pope Dr., Bartlett 38112.
First Congregational Church: Worship Service: Sun. 9:30 &
10:00 am, Wed. 6 pm « 1000 South Cooper ® 278—6786.
First Presbyterian Church: Sun. School, 9:30 am; Coffee &
fellowship, 10:30 am; Worship, 11 am » 166 Poplar # 525—
5619.
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/AIDS Service Orga—
nization » 1384 Madison, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
278—AIDS, www.FriendsForLifeCorp.com.
Holy Trinity Community Church*: Worship Service: Sun. 9
& 11 am; Bible study: Wed. 7 pm; 685 S. Highland, Memphis
38111 # 320—9376, e—mail:office@holytrinitymemphis.org.
Integrity Memphis: Meets the 3rd Tues., Healing Service/
Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner, 6:30pm; Meeting 7:30pm + c/o
Calvary Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—6602.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Memphis Lambda Center
® 901—427—1500 for information.
Living Word Christian Church: Worship Service Sun. 10 am
& 6pm, Wed. 7 pm +2489 Broad Ave® 452—6272
Memphis Area Gay Youth (MAGY): PO Box 241852, Mem—
phis, TN 38124 ® 335—MAGY
Memphis Black Same Gender Loving Alliance: ©274—
0163.
Memphis Center for Reproductive Health: 1462 Poplar Ave
= 274—3550.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Atheists & Humanists (GALAHK):
www.geocities.—com/memphisgalah # 327—2677.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center (MGLCC): 892
S Cooper, Memphis 38104 # 278—4297.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for Justice (MLGCJ):
111 S. Highland, Suite 305, Memphis, TN 38111 # 262—
2702, e—mail: migc@yahoo.com, www.migcj.org
Mid—South Pride: Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, & Transgendered
Pride Events + 111 S. Highland, Suite 261 # 328—6349,
website: www.midsouthpride.org.
Mirror Image: TV/TS support group » c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United: 41 S. Century, Memphis,
38111. www.geocities.com/mardigrasmemphis

Mystic Krewe of Pegasus Memphis: a social charitable
organization. 7626 Shelby Woods Cove, Memphis, TN
36125 —
Open Heart Community of Faith: North end of First Congre—
gational Church, 1000 South Cooper, Rev. John Gilmore #
323—3514.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—
FLAG): Box 172031, Memphis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays (P—FLAG): Jackson,
TN 38305 = 1—901—664—6614 for information, e—mail:
burtren@aeneas.com
Pink Pistols: email: memphis
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progressive Christian Church
* Sun. Service 6:30 p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry
Rd., Nashville, TN 37204 ® (615) 269—3480.
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other Tuesday at 7 pm at
TheJungle, # 788—4PLA (4752)
Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/women‘s leather org.
1568 Rolling Hills Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409
® 357—1921.
The Mid—Towners Bowling League: # 323—3111 — Linda
Etherton, 342—4630 — James Bailey.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box: 41082, Memphis 38174—
1082.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual Assoc.: GLBA, PO
Box 3541, Univ., MS 38677 # 662—915—7049, email:
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http:/Avww.olemiss.edu/orgs/
glba.
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and community. Alternate Weds.
5 p.m. Info 131F Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO Box 1203, 3566
Walker, Memphis 38111 = 678—3339.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Alive Memphis! A Holistic Healing Center,
www.alivememphis.com, Individual & Couples Therapy,
EMDR, Radiant Heart Therapy. ® 372—2991, Susan
Taranto; 372—2593, Carol Schlicksup.
Eric Cassius, L.P.C., C.H.T.: Hypnotherapy, Individual,
Group, Adolescent, Couples & Family Counseling. Sliding
scale fee available. # 685—5491 for appointment.
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1000 S. Cooper ® 844—4357.
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, MAC: Experiential Healing Center,
1713 Lockett Place # 372—0710. EMDR, group, individual,
couples & family therapy.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown location; grief, loss;
Lesbian,Gay & transgender; individuals, couples
= 527—1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple & family counseling,
rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psychological Counse—
lor + Simmons, Kelman & Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd,
Ste 316 #369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist * Centerpoint, —
5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 # 767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual & Couple Counseling,
® 761—9178.
Rhonda Manning Hidaji, LCSW: Individual & Couples. Goal—
Oriented Gestalt & Integrative Psychotherapy, Sliding Fee
Scale, Germantown/Cordova area ® 757—7706.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—9107.
M. Todd Puckett, MS, LPC: Personal Enhancement Coach—
ing. +5050 Poplar Ave., Suite 2400 @ 844—6228.
J. Kent Usry, M.Div., MAC, LCSW: Counseling Individuals,
Couples, Children, & Families. Specialties: Trauma, Addic—
tions, Grief & Sexuality. Sliding Fee Scale. # 491—8632.
Kathryn T. Vullo, PhD: Licensed Clinical Psychologist, LLC
©8590 Farminton Blvd., Ste. 3, G‘twn, 670 Colonial Rd., Ste.
1, Mphs. # 848—6666, www.inter—personalnet.com.
DENTAL SERVICES
William N Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist — 79 North Cooper # 685—
5008. "
FINANCIAL SERVICES
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, accounting, estate planning
® 7531413.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax Service: 5100
Sanderlin Rd. # 761—2110.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith Barney Inc.,
1661 International Dr., Ste. 200 # 818—4134, 800—227—
4146, fax: 818—4233.
Sarah A. Washington: Investment Advisor # 466—3588,
website: www.lpl.com/sarah.washington, e—mail: sarah.
washington @lpl.com.

Community Resources
LINC: # 415—2700.
Memphis Sexual Assault Resource Center: # 272—2020
Narcotics Anonymous: ® 276—LiVE.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth hotline (Mon.—Fri.,
3—9pm) ® 1—800—399—PEER.
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—7477.
€
Transvestite—Transexual National Hotline: # (617) 899
2212 (8—2am, Mon.—Sat.).
LEGAL SERVICES
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney at Law: 1014 S. Crockett Rd., .
Senatobia, MS 38668 # (662) 562—5949, (662) 292—0823 or
(662) 292—0046..
Deborah K. Brooks, Attorney at Law: 200 Jefferson Ave. =
529—8888.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney at Law: 266 So. Front St., Ste.
206 ® 527—7701.
Robert Ross, Attorney at Law: 100 N. Main, Ste 3310 #525—
0417.
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney at Law: 5118 Park , Ste 232,
® 684—1332..
LODGING
French Quarter Suites*: 2144 Madison ® 523—8912.
Hampton Inn & Suites: 962 S. Shady Grove, Group Sales—
Events Coordinator: E. Ryan Dougherty ® 762—0056.
f
MASSAGE SERVICES
ABC A Bodywise Company Guesthouse: Relaxing thera—
peutic, full—body massage/sports massage. By appoint
ment. ® 377—7701.
Mike Warkentin, LMT: By appt. = 218—0669. Inbalance
Fitness, 194 S. Cooper
Stephen Pair: Sports, therapeutic, relaxing, Swedish mas—
sage ® 277—1705, stephenpair@aol.com
Tom Pitman: Rejuvfnating full—body massage by appoint
ment. ® 761—797
MEDIA
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine « Box 771948, —
Memphis 38177—1948, # 682—2669, Fax: 685—2234, email:
FamilyMag@aol.com,
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly newspaper published
by Printers Ink < Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485 # 454—
1411, Fax: 454—1411 51, email: memphisTJN@aol.com,
website: www.memphistrianglejournal.com.

www.memphisbusiness.com.
Girls Work: Incudes: House Doctors, Intimate Occasions,
Lunch to Go, BasketGrams & Everyday Services ® 276—
1935,
email:
griswrk@hotmail.com,
http://
www.webspawner.com/users/girlswork/index.html.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation & meditation classes #
682—0855.
Bonnie‘s Doggie Day Care: 885 S. Cooper, # 726—1300.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing in greeting cards
for lovers only «P.O. Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, service & repair, Heat—
ing & A/C. + 1447 National, ® 327—6887, 327—7395.
Memphis Paranormal Investigation Team: http://
hometown
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: Antiques, Art, Painted
& Unusual Furnishings « 2228 Central # 725—0049.
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr. exp., ref., onsight
est., + ® 274—0281 evenings or weekends.
Mr. Scruff‘s Pet Care: Pet sitting # 725—9216.
Paggios for Hair Salon: # 274—3944.
:
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or house Sitting by
competent,. caring couple # 726—6198.
Professional Pest Management: # 327—8400
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis ® Business: 377—1075,
e—mail: EnricaRamey@aol.com.
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent Gatewood # 503—8376 or
649—3270.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —Lesbian Commu
nity, 4646 Poplar ® 682—2170.
Vantek: Internet Services + Box 11187, Memphis 38111—
0187 # 324—4999, e—mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
www.TheFunStartsNow.com: Professional magicians, live
animals, clowns, balloon artists, face painter, DJs, pony
rides & illusionists—fund raisers ® 358—7258—Nicholas
Toombs.
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney Developments: 194
Looney Ave. ® 525—3044.
Brian Clanton, The Carter Group: 1908 Exeter, Ste. 2,
Germantown ® 753—7222, 458—3852.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson Realty: 757—B
West Poplar Ave. # 853—0237.
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland Realty: # 377—
1057.
Darian Porter, Affiliate Broker, The Carter Group: 1908
Exeter, Ste. 2, Germantown ® 753—7222, 278—4079.
Steve Solomon Broker, Sowell &Company 54 S. Cooper
= 278—4380.
Randy Wilder, Affiliate Broker, Sowell & Company: 54 S.
Cooper ® 278—4380.

MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Antique Warehouse*: 2563 Summer # 323—0600.
Balnea Blue Hair Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—0090.
Bereavement Express: A unique way to express your sym—
pathy to family, friends, co—workers, clients. ® 578—9107;
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
Christian Funeral Directors: 2615 Overton Crossing
_
TRAVEL _.
= 358—0062
Great American Cruises, Inc.: CrUise Travel Agency,
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—0521.
Sherman Perkins, 52 N. Second ® 525—5302.
DJ Services: breakbeatkid69@hotmail.com.
=@—Travel Customized byJeanMorris: Member international
DiversityBuilder: Free Professional Gay Referrals, Box —
Gay & LesbianTravel Association ® 465—2936. ~
3614, Brentwood, TN 37024 # 615—794—5047, email
into@diver5itybuilder com, WWW. diversnybuﬂder com
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Please submit advertising, stories, pictures and
Deadline for
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calendar events to:
U.S. MAIL: Triangle Journal News
« P.O. Box 11485 Memphis, TN 38111
PHONE OR FAX: 901—454—1411
E—MAIL: memphistin@aol.com

FLORISTS
Botanica 3092 Poplar, # 458—1929.
Park East Florist:; 6005 Park # 761—2980.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
ABC/A2Z: Digital Photography/Videography. By Appoint
ment # 377—7701.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—5002. —
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/printing service—resumés,
thesis, manuscripts, etc. # 795—4308.
7
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
RK Photo: Black & white photography, processing & printing
services. Full color post card advertising. Call # 452— 2766
or e—mail: btagéga@prodigy.com.
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
Silva Piano Studio: Private piano instruction, begginner to
highly advanced #278—1384
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Affirmation: ® (708) 733—9590.
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: # 1—888—340—GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—
10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—9pm).
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431 (24 hr. help &
information for Lesbians, Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—347—TEEN (Thu.—
Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 278—4297 + 24—hrs.
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Calendar Listings in Bold type take
place at GLBT venues or are
specifically GLBT—related. —
Calendar Listings in non—bold type take
place at GLBT—friendly venues or are of
interest to the GLBT community _

REGULAR WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
SUNDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Open Heart Community of Faith — Bible Study & Worship
Celebration — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Coooper) — (901) $28—3514 — Jam —
* Holy Trinity Community Church — Sunday School
_ and Holy Worship Service & Children‘s Church —
(901) $20—9376 — office@holytrinitymemphis.org —
9:45am and 11am
* First Congregational Church — Sunday Schiool, Café Congo,

and Worship Service — (901) 278—6786 — 9:30am, 10am, and
10:30am
:
* Prescott Church — Sunday School & Worship Service — (901)
327—8479 — 9:30am & 10:45am
£
* Living Word Christian Church — Morning and
Evening Worship Services — (901) 452—6272 — 10am
and 6pm
<"
WEDNESDAY CHURCH SERVICES
* Taizé — First Congregational Church — (901) 278—6786 — 6pm

* Holy Trinity Community Church — Fellowship Supper and
Bible Study — (901) 320—9876 —

off'fce@holytrinitymemphis.org — 6pm & 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church — Worship Service — (901)
©452—6272 — 7pm
* Open Heart Community of Faith — "A Course in Miracles" —
Study Group — North End of First Congregational (1000
South Cooper) —(901) $28—3514 — 7:30pm
SUNDAYS
—* Softball — Toby Fields (Central and Hollywood) — 1pm
* Sunday Afternoon at the Gaiety (GLBT—themed films),
MGLCC — 3pm
* Tea Dance — Metro — 4pm
* Brothers & Sisters Bowling League — Winchester Bow! —
(901) 722—5236 or MemphisGayBowlin@aol.com — 6pm
* Pool Tournament — Pumping Station — 6pm
.
* AA Meeting — Community Center — 278—4297 — spm
* Sissy Bingo — Crossroads — 8pm

* After Park Set Sundays — Paragon — 9pm
*e Queer As Folk — Metro — 9pm
* Lights Out, Everything Goes — J—Wag‘s — 10pm
* Drag Show— Backstreet — 11pm
«

MONDAYS
:
* Monday Night at the Movies — Sponsored by Holy Trinity
Community Church — Bartlett Cinema 10 — 6:45pm —
Details at www.HolyTrinityMemphis.org
* Plus Support Group — Community Center — (901) 278—
. 1297 — 7:30pm
:
* Pool Tournament — The Jungle — 7:30pm
* Dart Tournaments — One More, Pumping Station — spm
° Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm
TUESDAYS
* Women‘s Rugby Practice — Audubon Park — 6:30pm
* The Caring Group — Relaxation and de—stressing by subtle
energy practices — Holy Trinity Community Church — (901)

AUGUST 2004 COMMUNITY CALEND
AR
ort

fly-J i

« Softball Tournament, ~

Rodney BaberBaber Softballj
Complex (James Rd. in
Frayser),
11am andGames
continuestart at

;
* Public Issues Forum,
"Balancing Civil Rights

y 109 nn Disa 2> t %}

| + Feast for Friends, St.

John‘s United Methodist
Church, 6pm

3 *d

Audubon Park, 6:30pm
>
Rugby,

aes

&

¢

s

6:30pm
+ Lanes,
Let‘s
Meet
and
f
dt ChillMH
{InterracialCOL Discussion
Group),
MGLCC,
7pm
Log
Cabin
Republicans
CC®

and Religious Freedom"
Main Library, 3 p.m.
* MGLCC Painting Party, 692
S. Cooper, Call for time.

* Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
~Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—

£732: gﬁgfgmgmga_
tional Church, 6:30pm

0855 for location

+ TINAd Reservation
Deadline

+ Feast for Friends 12th
Anniversary Dinner,
St. John‘s United _
Methodist Church, 6pm
» Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm

— 22
® TJIltcopy deadline for

23
* Plus Support Group,
MGLCC, 7:30pm
* Friends for Life Coffee
House, 6—8pm. Call 272—

stories and calendar
information
+ Stonewall Democrats,

MGLCCz 6 p.m.
%
+ Women‘s Action Coalition,
First Congo, 6:30pm

0855 for location
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+ Women‘s Rugby,
Audubon Park, 6:30pm
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

+Women‘s Rugby,
Audubon Park, 6:30pm
» Integrity Dinner/Meeting,
Calvary Church, 6:30
* The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

MGLCC TDM. .~ yes
MELGC,_

*

+ MGLCC TV Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

12
See regular Friday events
¢
« Cafe Q — Live entertainment,
MGLCC, 7pm

+ Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm

25

# BOMII'IQ, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm
tes
%

* MGLCCEaining Party, 6927
S. Cooper,Volunteer
Call fortime.
$ MGLCC
appreciation Supper, 6p.m.
* Tennessee Leather Tribe
Club Night, The Pumping
— Your
Sister‘s7pmBingo Night,
HolyTnnily
— Frontrunners
14
Memphis 2—mile run, The
Pier parking lot (Union _.
and Riverside Dr.) Sam
(Every saturpay)

* MGLCC Monthly Birthday
Potluck Supper, 6pm.

* Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm _
_
«Bowling, Winchester
Lanes, 6:30pm
* Frontrunners Memphis
3—rmile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm .

event?
aftawie‘
~s 4. f s.. 3
> Cafe Q — Live entertainment,
MGLCC, 7pm —
See regular Friday

i

11
+ Frontrunners Memphis
3—mile run, Overton Park
Pavilion on E. Parkway,
6pm
—

24

« Women‘s Rugby,
Audubon Park, 6:30pm
» The Caring Group, HTCC,
7pm

Equality, Union & McLean,

|—meice rvnign,

feb sitesite forfor details)
dat:
Web
f

8

* Protest for Marriage and

R

* MGLCC TV Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

|
* MGLCC TV Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

See regular Friday events + Walk—in Test and Shot
* Cafe Q — Live entertainment, | Clinic, MGLCC, 3—5pm
MGLCC, 7pm
{see story on page 7)
* MGLCJ, MGLCC, 2pm
— Tsarus Club Night,
The Pumping Station, Ipm
26

sepember tin

— 27

ne
gut:
See regular Friday events *
« Cafe Q — Live entertainment,
MGLCC, 7pm

28

E

* Karaoke Night — J—Wag‘s — 11pm

320—9376 — 7pm
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer — Support Group — YWCA (766 South
Highland) —. 7pm
* Singles Dart Tournament — Crossroads — 7:45pm
~* Pool Tournament — One More — 8:30pm
* Karaoke Night — Metro — 10pm

Larry Timmerman
y

_|

&
WEDNESDAYS
* Frontrunners 3—mile run,
Overton Park Pavilion, 6pm
* Dart Tournament — The Jungle —
7:30pm
* Partners Dart Tournament —
Crossroads — spm
* Lights Out — Come Party in the

Bill Johns

i

Antique Warehouse #¥lall

—

Welcome

Worship Service
11:00AM

685 S. Highland
Memphis, IN 38111
Phone: 901—320—9376

Wednesday Night

Website Address:www.holytrinitymemphis.org
Email Addresses:
Church Office: office@holytrinitymemphis.org
Pastor: Minister@holytrinitymemphis.org

Study
7:00PM
Thursday Evenings
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares

Dark — Metro
HOLY TRINITY COMMUNITY CHURCH

2563 Summer Avenue

THURSDAYS

Memphis, TN 38112

f

%

(901)323—0600

(901) 438—2427 — 7:30pm

AUNTIQOMEM@AOL.COM

Tournament J—Wag‘s —

* Dart

Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
j
Businesses and

0??qu Packm’ Sirlfrecsh- Hily
rInl y ommunity urch —
spm

font Siteot

Other Points
of Interest
‘~A. Aloysius Home
B. Circuit Playhouse

f
2nd Street

C. Dabbles
D. Friends for Life
E. Inz & Outz

4th Street

:
*
*
*
*

Karaoke — Paragon — 9pm
Karaoke Night — Allusions Entertainment Center —
Star Karaoke — Crossroads — 10pm
Amateur Show — Metro — 11:30pm

mgm.] Clubs and Restaurants
1, Backstreet
2. Bogie‘s Delicatessen
3. Crosstoads
?
,

ASL {Wag 8
‘SROrSNe
6. Madison Flame
7. Mélange*

a
9

F. MGLCC
_
Pay ost Ay
lona
G. Playhouseon the Square anges
>
;
3

8. Metro Memphis
0 One More
¢
€

11. Paragon Lounge

g.

Bellevue

Z

12. Pumping Station

®

13. The Jungle
* Gay Supportive .
[z
mm
N. Claybrook 5
CoB
Smee

5
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T

2

o aa
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2
£

McNeil

9

J

3
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watkins

5s

(

D

g

3

§

3

N.Witlett

3

&

s

®
N. Avalon

6

€

Licensed

<
&

Massage Therapist/

Certified Personal Trainer

B
McLean Blvd.

as

2

HI

a

§.

a

D>
3
C

a
3
{g

1

<
9

£
g
y
3
®

E
7

F

By Appointment Only

Tucker

..<

®
G

©
East Parkway

Sports

Morrison St.

CooperfiSt

SATURDAYS
* Frontrunners 2—mile run, The Pier parking lot
(Union and Riverside), Jam
:
* Women‘s Rugby Practice, Harbortown Greenbelt
— Park on Mud Island — Jam
* Protest for Marriage & Equality, 12—2pm,
Corner of Union & McLean _
(Protest held in conjuction jwiththe MGLCC) __ {_
* Live and Let Live on Cooper St. — MGLCC 278— —

Stephen Pair.

Belvedere

O

FRIDAYS
* First Congo Films — First Congregational Church — (901)
278—6786 — 7pm & 9pm
*e MGLCC Coffeehouse Nights — Community Center —
(901) 278—4297 — 7pm
* Seriously Sober — Holy Trinity Community Church —
(901) 320—9376 — spm
* Karaoke — One More — 8pm
__
* Pool Tournament — Crossroads — 8pm
* Ladies Night — Allusions Entertainment Center — 10pm‘
* Late Nite Beer Bust — Pumping Station — 10pm
* Drag Show — Backstreet — Midnight
* Drag Show — Crossroads — Midnight
* Drag Show — J—Wag‘s — 3am

4297 — 7. pm
<
* Pool Tournament —J—Wag‘s — 9pm
* Drag Shows — Crossroads — Midnight, — Allusions
Entertainment Center — 10:30pm & 12:15pm

Cleveland St.

\‘\\\

9:30—11:30pm

10. P & H Cafe*

Interstate 240
§

THE REV. TIMOTHY MEADOWS, M.DIV., PASTOR

C

1}:

5

E

'

Therapeutic
§

=

g

Relaxing

g

3

SWedish

§

teus
3
Union
Overpass
og
8&
§°
‘%

Map Not to Scale
Not All Streets Shown

@1
6
Marne St.

2
§

&
5

*I

$
3
®

901—277—1705
STEPHENPAIR@AOL COM

$5
J§t

gt:
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AND

FROM

NOW A WORD

YOURTEETH..

_

—

Providing you
soothing,

with

comfortable

treatment

is

our

business. Best of all ...
we do

it with

a

soft.,

Painful teeth,
gentle touch.
swollen gums,

unsightly staing and bad
These are

We are a

breath...

f

messages from your teeth
—

which say,

"We need help!"

a

young

growing

dental

|

f

,
fairness and open—mindedness.
practice which

I

prides itself on

7

”666th fed good sd
f
Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.
Make your

an f

Our Office Now Offers...

_

invisalig“ ,

Straight Teeth. No Braces."
WILLIAM N. CASTLE, D.D. S
General Dentistry

£2 |
79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 381042815
(901)

685—5008

_

@
u"mm-warren
otter Rustrass Burouis,
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